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Elections- Performance,
Promises, Delivery ?
Mr. Chandrashekhar Prabhu

T

he election process is under
way and by the time this issue
reaches our readers most of
the elections should have been over.
That gives us sufficient time to ponder
and evaluate the happenings which led
to the biggest democratic process the
world has ever seen. No evaluation is
complete without understanding the
promises made by various political
parties through their manifestos.
Past experience has shown us that
most manifestos remain on paper
and are more or less forgotten if not
diluted and the implementation is
something which the politicians chose
to ignore or forget. We believe that
implementation of the promises made
in the manifestos is the most important
part of the participatory aspect of the
democratic processes. Let us therefore
analyse the manifestos segment
wise, on performance, promises and
delivery.
Agriculture
While agricultural GDP growth was
2.6 % between 1998-2004, it was
3.1 % between 2004-09 and 4% from
2009 onwards. While all political
parties talk about agricultural growth
the ground realities, as seen by the
numbers do not present a very rosy
picture. We are trying to compare the
stand of the major political parties on
crucial issues and analyse them.
While one feels that Foreign Direct
Investment in multi-brand retail will
bring about transformation, the other
does not, and instead wants to increase
public investment in agriculture.
While one political party insists on
3
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nurturing Public-Private-Partnership,
the other wants to incentivize setting
up of food processing industries
through agro food processing clusters.
One political party promises that 1 crore
hectares will be added to the irrigated
area through radical water reforms,
while the other wants to promote low
water consuming irrigation techniques
and optimization of water utilization.
While one political party talks of
aquifer mapping and ground water
management programme, the other
talks of linking rivers.
One political party wants special
emphasis on livestock, fisheries and
fodder development, whereas the other
wants to promote poultry, bee-keeping
and pisciculture for generating jobs.
One political party talks about increase
in coverage of crop insurance schemes,
while the other wants to take care of
crop loss due to unforeseen natural
calamities by the effective use of
instruments such as farm insurance.
One party talks of agricultural research
to ensure continual production while
the other talks of pest management
and control.
One talks of disease management for
crop and the other talks of seed culture
labs to conserve agro bio diversity.
One talks of promoting integrated
farming and organic farming and also
developing wastelands, other promises
to set up the ‘Organic Farming and
Fertilizer Corporation of India’.
Looking at the promises one will tend
to agree with most of them as there is
a lot in common.
One political party talks about the new

Land Acquisition policy to provide
enhanced compensation, the other
promises to have National Land Use
Authority as a regulatory body to
look at scientific acquisition of noncultivable land.
One party talks about increasing
minimum
support
prices
for
agricultural produce and provision of
concessional loans to small, marginal
and women farmers, whereas the
other wants to enhance profitability in
agriculture and link the Employment
Guarantee Scheme to agriculture.
One party wants to increase spending
on quality agriculture education
and have an Integrated Watershed
Management Programme, whereas
the other wants to focus on spices,
promote horticulture, floriculture,
create cluster based storage systems,
reform the APMC Act and start TV
channels for farmers.
One party encourages Genetically
Modified foods, whereas the other
wants scientific evaluation before
encouraging such activities.
Laudable points, again with many
similarities.
Industry
While one political party talks of
the new National Manufacturing
Policy with manufacturing zones and
industrial townships and industrial
corridors, the other wants to make
India a global manufacturing hub.
Both want to give highest priority to
the growth of manufacturing. While
one plans for a growth rate between
12 – 14 % for manufacturing, the other
wants to accelerate growth through
interest rate rationalization and a
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clearer tax policy which will do away
with red-tapism.
One political party wants to create
a stable business environment and
wishes to bring about comprehensive
regulatory changes with singlewindow clearance, whereas the other
wants to make ‘doing business’ easy
through the HUB–spoke model and
faster and transparent environmental
clearances.
One party lays emphasis on
competitiveness of manufacturing and
bringing in world class technology, the
other considers providing international
linkages for export to the SMEs and
also creation of a dedicated bank for
SMEs.
While one talks about allotment of
land for encouraging manufacturing,
the other talks about protecting the
interest of retailers, small traders and
small vendors and to ensure that they
are not harassed.
While one party talks of GST Bill and
DTC Bill, the other talks of working
with the state governments to usher in
GST in an appropriate time frame.
One political party talks about
strengthening
multilateral
trade
systems and also encouraging FDI,
while the other talks about encouraging
Indian companies to go global and
promises to ensure easier custom
clearances and to stop harassment of
businessmen and traders.
One political party talks of new
investments for job creation and a
transparent policy for development of
natural resources while recognizing the
need to create flexibility in the labour
market; while the other commits to
review the laws with regard to the cooperative sector, encourage handicrafts
and artisans and focus on zero defect
products.
One political party wants to encourage
new ports while the other wants to
build a chain of world class ports to
accelerate maritime trade.
4
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One party talks about giving impetus
to exports while the other talks of
Export Promotion Mission.
One party considers that one of its
achievements was to bring down
Current Account Deficit, while the
other wants to bring aggressive focus
on exports by reducing dependency on
imports and creation of value added
products.
While one party talks of innovation,
the other insists on going big with
IPRs and patents.
While one party talks of implementation
of the laws to benefit the industry, the
other promises to review obsolete laws,
simplify them by removing ambiguity
and leaving no scope for discretion.
While one political party emphasizes
on the increase of tourists, the other
talks of creation of more jobs in the
hospitality sector. A closer look at the
promises confirms our belief that the
language changes while the content
remains more or less constant.
Inflation
While one political party believes
in the dictum of high growth and
high inflation and emphasises the
need for a regulator for the monetary
policy, the other talks on setting up of
special courts for controlling hoarding
and black marketing and also the
unbundling of Food Corporation of
India.
Employment, Transparency,
Corruption, Empowerment.
Both political parties want to go past
China by setting up skill training
and career centres and also want to
encourage entrepreneurship. They
want to encourage labour intensive
techniques of production in domains
like electronics, textile, footwear and
tourism.
While one party feels that the RTI
Act has brought about transparency
in the service delivery system, the
other wishes to empower the masses
by a simplified tax regime and an

E-governance system.
While one proposes different bills
to be enacted to stop corruption, the
other wants to bring back black money
stashed in offshore accounts.
While both parties believe that rural
India requires more amenities, one
talks of strengthening the local bodies
in giving empowerment to women
whereas the other one talks of job
security and linkages to market.
Housing
One party talks of right to housing
whereas the other talks of creating 300
new cities with integrated transport
systems,
sanitation
and
waste
management.
Economic growth
While one political party commits
itself to a growth rate of 8% plus
within 3 years, the other talks of
economic revival leading to a stable
and balanced growth.
While one political party wants to make
India a global competitor in all sectors,
the other insists on maintaining fiscal
discipline and reallocation of funds
for energizing engines of growth and
undertaking reforms in the banking
sector.
While the common man may not have
the time and energy to understand
the promises made to him and the
differences between the promises made
by the different parties, economists
have found lot of common elements in
the manifestos.
So much were the similarities in
the content, and sometimes even
the language of the manifestos that
one political party literally accused
the other of copying points from its
manifesto.
Funnily enough, the manifestos and
the economic agenda did not become
the centre of focus as mudslinging and
personal accusations became the order
of the day. The TV viewership was
broadly divided into distinct categories.
contd... on page no. 27
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Global Trade and Investment
Trends......
Dr. Prakash Hebalkar
The past month has seen……
Steady improvement in the U.S.
economy presages promising growth
for India’s exports in the FY15 financial
year, provided we avoid doing anything
to hurt exports ourselves. Durable goods
orders are a leading indicator of the
state of the economy and are broadly
indicative of investments by businesses
in capacity expansion.
U.S. Durable Goods Orders Rose
Orders for durable goods, products
such as cars and refrigerators designed
to last three years or more, rose 2.6%
last month, the biggest jump since
November, the Commerce Department
said Thursday......
Durable-goods orders can swing from
month to month, and broader trends
suggest the factory sector remains
subdued. The latest rise—orders
have climbed at an above-2% rate
for two consecutive months—came
after a sharp decline in December and
January. From a year earlier, March
orders were up 3.6%. Source: Wall
Street Journal April 25, 2014

Across the Atlantic, Europe continues its
slow and somewhat hesitant climb out
of recession. This could, if it continues,
provide similar solace to India’s exports.
The Purchasing Managers’ Index, another
leading indicator of the state of the
economy, showed a continuous reading
of over 50 which suggests expansion of
output. Consumer confidence too was
growing, reflecting potential growth in
consumption expenditure.
Europe grows slowly
Data firm Markit’s survey of 5,000
manufacturing and services businesses
5
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found that activity expanded again in
April, and at the fastest pace since
May 2011. The composite Purchasing
Managers Index—a gauge of activity
across the manufacturing and services
sectors—rose to 54.0 from 53.1 in
March. A reading above 50 indicates
month-to-month
expansion
in
activity.
The business surveys add to recent
evidence that the currency area’s return
to growth, which started in the second
quarter of 2013, is gaining some
momentum. A survey released by the
European Commission on Tuesday
found that consumer confidence was
at its highest since October 2007
in April, while recent data releases
have pointed to rises in retail sales,
industrial production, exports and
construction. Source: Wall Street Journal
April 24, 2014

An earlier column had highlighted
the changing nature of world trade
negotiations. In particular, this author
had noted that as against the 1990’s focus
in negotiations on overcoming restricted
demand through import licensing and
exchange controls, aimed at expanding
demand through market expansion,
i.e. arm-twisting of smaller economies
to open up their markets to goods
from the OECD, the recent unpleasant
movements were all in the nature of
restricting supply. It is to be expected
that future rounds of negotiations in the
2010s will focus on expanding supply
from these same smaller economies
to keep the economies of the OECD
humming. India’s curbs of iron ore
exports, Indonesia’s curbs on coal and
other mineral exports, China’s control

on rare-earth exports, India’s fluctuating
policy on agricultural exports, etc. are all
in this basket of concerns. A recent WTO
ruling on Chinese rare-earth export
restrictions is indicative of the direction
of future global trade negotiations.
China Runs Into Natural-Resources
Pushback
A ruling by the World Trade
Organization eases fears of Beijing’s
power to corner markets…………….
The ruling made public on March 26
centred on the Chinese strategy of
restricting exports of raw materials—
most notably rare earth elements
such as cerium and neodymium used
in high-tech defence and energy
systems—to give Chinese companies
a leg up and inflict damage on other
resource consumers. The WTO panel
declared the restrictions illegal and
opened the door to retaliatory tariffs
from the United States, Japan and
others. Source : Wall Street Journal April
04, 2014

In the Opportunity area, the Obama
Affordable Health Care Act is creating
numerous opportunities for India’s
services companies which they need to
pursue aggressively. One trend arising
from the act is increased consolidation
in suppliers as this latest merger of two
Dupuy offshoots from Warsaw, Indiana
in the USA, in the orthopaedics space
indicates.
Consolidation in the Health Care
Industry
Health care costs are rising as
America’s population ages. More
people are opting to pay for elective
procedures as the economy gradually
improves. And the Affordable Care
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Act is prompting some health care
companies to find safety by scaling
up.
Taken together, these dynamics are
helping fuel a wave of consolidation
in the pharmaceutical and medical
technology sectors. On Thursday, the
merger spree continued, as Zimmer
Holdings agreed to acquire Biomet
Inc. in a cash-and-stock deal valued at
$13.35 billion, including debt.
The deal will bring together two big
providers of orthopedic, surgical and
dental products, giving the combined
company scale as it competes with
the likes of Johnson & Johnson, and
absorbs the medical device tax levied
as part of the Affordable Care Act.
“We’re going to have the resources to
invest in a way that won’t be affected
by that tax,” David C. Dvorak,
Zimmer’s chief executive, said in an
interview.
The deal, which has been approved
by both companies’ boards, is the
latest health care industry megadeal
announced this week.Already, Novartis
and GlaxoSmithKline announced
$20 billion in asset-swapping deals
between the two firms, and Valeant
Pharmaceuticals made a $45 billion
hostile takeover bid for Allergan.
There have been more than $153
billion in announced health care deals
this year, the fastest ever start to a year,
according to Thomson Reuters.

Related
to
the
above
consolidation
in
the body-parts
manufacturing space
is a technological
development that will
increasingly create a
services opportunity
for Indian companies.
This
relates
to
custom
designing
and engineering body
parts. The following
Japanese development
relates to just this.
Custom designed Body-parts
April 10, 2014
A Japanese research team, consisting
of researchers from
the NEXT21 K.K.,
University of Tokyo
and
Riken
has
developed the world’s
first 3D printer used
to create custommade artificial bone.
The
pre-clinical
studies conducted by
the New Energy and
Industrial Technology
Development Organization, or NEDO
showed positive results. The team has
filed for PMDA (Pharmaceuticals and
Medical Devices Agency) approval to
manufacture and sell artificial bones
in the Japanese market, the NEDO
announced on April 7.

“The dynamics are healthy for these
combinations,” Mr. Dvorak said. “The
cost of capital is reasonable. The cash
flow that these businesses generate
is attractive. And the stability in the
marketplace makes it appealing for
people to engage in discussions.”

The printer can print bone structures
and reproduce a shape in the unit of
0.1mm. This new printing method does
not require a thermal process, making
it possible to realize biologically active
artificial bones.

Zimmer is the second-largest provider
of orthopedic products after Johnson
& Johnson, and Biomet is the fourth
largest. By combining, and essentially
eliminating a top five competitor,
Zimmer and its remaining rivals may
all have the opportunity to raise prices.

The printing material contains calcium
phosphate, a family of ions that makes
up the bulk of bones and tooth enamel.
NEDO says compared to conventional
products, it is much easier to integrate
the 3D printed bones with patient’s
natural bones. The 3D printed bones are

source: New York Times April 24, 2014.
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quickly fused with natural bones and
transformed into new vital bone (via
bone regeneration).

The examination period could be around
10 months. And the NEXT21 K.K has
conducted a clinical trial on a national
scale. The printer and 3D printed bones
are expected to be put into use in 2015.
The NEXT21 K.K says it plans to sell
the technology first in the domestic
market, and then export to other Asian
countries. Companies have shown high
interests towards the technology. The
team has already started the license/
contract negotiations with the companies
in Canada and the Netherlands. Source:
www.3ders.org

The autor is the President of ProfiTech
Consulatant and Member of the
Economic Digest Committee.
profitechconsultants@gmail.com
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What Awaits the New
Government
-

T

he manifestos of the Congress
and the Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP) covered some common
ground - controlling prices and deficits,
emphasis on education and health, food
security, creating huge numbers of jobs
in a short period, spurring economic
growth to 8 per cent, setting right the
infrastructure with s optic fibre network
and bullet trains, and ridding India
of corruption, with promise of good
governance. This should not come as
a surprise or treated as a coincidence
because the ground reality India faces
dictates these priorities. Nor should
the two parties’ efforts to distinguish
themselves. The Congress defended its
record and promised more of the same,
rights and entitlements. The BJP stressed
good governance, participation and selfhelp, while slipping in guarded allusions
to the Ram temple and Article 370.
Political formations need to protect their
brand equity even (or rather, especially)
in attack mode.
Yet there were some elements that
bordered on being visionary. There were
four main attractions.
Most importantly, both parties accorded
priorities to less water-intensive, more
efficient agriculture in their lists. More
crop per drop is not just a slogan, but
the most urgent need of our times. One
kg of rice needs 6,000 litres of water to
grow in India. We also use prodigious
quantities of water to grow wheat and
sugarcane. What can be more pressing
than a concern to preserve our most
precious and at risk resource and improve
its productivity?
The BJP proposed an integrative approach
to the Himalayas. The mountains give
7
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us our geographical shape and our
climate, but are seen piecemeal and thus
suffer neglect and deterioration. This
realisation should result in a scientific,
environmentally sound and systematic
exploration of the immense water and
hydropower potential, as also a campaign
to restore the fragile ecological balance.
The BJP also introduced Sagarmala,
aiming to develop coastal areas and ports
(trust the party of orators to coin such
evocative names!) India has a 7,000
km shoreline but barely exploits it as a
resource. This initiative is especially
welcome in the era of globalisation.
India’s early rise was from its maritime
might and reach to distant markets. The
new project would embody components
such as hinterland development,
connectivity
and
export-oriented
enterprises.
Mr Narendra Modi had talked of a bullet
train network in his February 27 address
to business and finance professionals.
The BJP manifesto incorporated that as
the Diamond quadrilateral. The Congress
promised to link all million-plus cities
with such a network. Project Unigauge
of the Narasimha Rao government
converted the entire Indian railways
network into broad gauge and made it
enormously easier to move goods and
people. The high investment in it had
substantial multiplier effects, leading to
prosperity in the mostly backward areas
where the project was implemented.
The Atal Bihari Vajpayee government
repeated this a decade later under its
golden quadrilateral and east-west
corridor project to link the metros with
four-lane highways. The new initiative
is thus a logical extension of a proven

Dr. Shreekant Sambarani

concept.

Election manifestos however carefully
crafted compromises among competing
views within the party they may be,
departures from it are more the norm
than adherence to it. They certainly
do not define the immediate agenda for
a new government; a perception of the
ground reality is more likely to do that.
The immediate crisis point for the
economy is inflation. It has relatively
moderated in the last four months, but
that is mostly due the seasonal fall in
vegetable prices.
Fruit, vegetables
and milk prices have caused inflation
to soar since 2007, a point this writer
has repeatedly made and now a part of
accepted wisdom.
Vegetables now cost as much or more
as they did a year ago. Given the crop
damage due to unseasonal weather
last month, prices will likely continue
their upward march over the next six
months.
The year-on-year inflation
rate may not register this because of
the high base of the previous year, but
that does would not diminish consumer
distress. Neither monetary tools nor the
BJP-proposed price stabilisation fund
would help alleviate it. Improvements
in infrastructure and transportation as
frequently suggested are medium-term
measures. The new government will
have to think out of the box, and quickly
at that, if its honeymoon is not to be
soured in a hurry.
Come May 16 and treasury benches
will almost certainly discover coffers
already emptied or committed. Despite
the legerdemain of the outgoing finance
minister Mr P Chidambaram, the fiscal
deficit for 2013-14 will most likely
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exceed the budgeted ‘red line’, but he
will no longer have to defend.
The incoming finance minister will in
all probability follow the time-honoured
practice of political and business
executives of laying all their ills (and
then some) at the doorsteps of the
previous incumbents, but that offers no
remedy. Debt must be serviced, salaries
and pensions paid, dues of oil marketing
companies be met, and commitments for
myriad social and economic expenditures
(MNREGA, food security, support
prices) be honoured to retain government
continuity and credibility. And all this
must be managed from static, if not
lower revenue. The imminent railway
deficit will also add to the pressure.
A new government, especially a coalition
one riding on the wave of dissatisfaction
with the previous one, cannot very well
begin by advocating even a modest
austerity drive, without antagonising its
constituents and the public that voted
it to power. Blaming the previous
government gets only so much traction,
but nowhere near enough to replace
subsidised prices by market-based user
charges or paring down entitlements.
Little scope exists for further reducing
capital expenditure or development
outlays, already slashed ruthlessly in the
last two years. This straitjacket would
stymie even the most accomplished
finance policy Houdini, the like of whom
is not on the horizon yet.
These constraints would further hamper
the stressed growth scenario. With
government and households savings
both scrimped by their shallow pockets,
foreign investment, direct and indirect,
would become increasingly the source
to revive and sustain growth. That may
happen following the enthusiasm as an
aftermath of the election results, but its
continuation remains in the realm of a
hope and a prayer.
Global economic prognosis is still quite
uncertain. The tapering of the stimulus
in the United States does not necessarily
mean that its economic woes are over. The
8
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job growth is spotty and questions about
the administration policies, especially
regarding deficits and debt ceilings
continue to be bothersome. China has
also slowed down, albeit in comparison
to itself, and its return to the growth
pattern of the previous decade remains
in question. Given the drubbing India
received in the last half year, earning it
the dubious distinction of membership of
the Fragile Five, the best that can be said
is that even with the expected election
outcome, it will remain a modestly
attractive
international
investment
decision. The likelihood of its becoming
the flavour of the month is remote, and
as a consequence, even an eight per cent
annual growth is a distant dream. Note
that the best growth estimates for the
current year do not exceed 5.5 per cent,
which will likely emerge as our new
Hindu rate of growth.

similar conditions, but three decades
ago. That, plus the unqualified and
seemingly inexhaustible state support
enabled it to acquire and cement its
position as the world’s factory. It is not
likely to relinquish its hold on it anytime
soon. As a latecomer, India has to try
harder and compete with countries such
as Vietnam, which already have a leg up.
Improvement of skills still remains in the
realm of wishful thinking.

That in turn has consequences for a
principal reason for the likely change in
India’s political dispensation. All parties
have realised that despite whatever
growth India has achieved in the current
century, job creation has been woefully
inadequate. Agriculture continues to be
the employer of the last resort, in reality
disguising unemployment.
Restless
youth voting for change naturally have
high expectations of finding not just
any job but better paying ones with
good prospects leading them along an
aspirational path.

To summarise, the new government will
confront four formidable challenges:
keeping prices under control so as not
to singe the people and itself; working
its way out of a near-impossible
macro policy mess; getting the growth
momentum going in an uncertain global
environment and meeting the sky high
expectations of an aspirational youth
boxed in by jobless growth. Even
under the best of circumstances – and
the present ones are far from it – they
would require economic management of
an exceptionally high order. The grand
visions of the manifestos – bullet train
quadrilateral, string of ports, integrated
Himalayan development plans – all
require considerably greater economic
stability and not mere optimism to
implement them.

A large, labour-intensive manufacturing
base, as proposed in most manifestos,
could provide a solution, but it has two
pre-requisites: a sufficiently large demand
whether domestic or international, and a
dependable skill base. Presently, India
lacks both these. The world demand
for clothing, footwear and other items
of personal consumption requiring
relatively low capital investment has
fallen off the peak it enjoyed in the
previous decade. There is no clue at
present as to whether and when it will
regain the earlier levels.
China began its upward march under

It requires no Cassandra to foresee
that today’s hope can be tomorrow’s
explosive anger if it is not fulfilled.
The Arab Spring had its roots in similar
circumstances. It has now turned into a
roiling summer of unmet expectations.
Turkey, Brazil and South Africa, our
benchmates in the Fragile Five dugout,
have all experienced sporadic urban
unrest that can be traced to the same
causes.

“Ek Bharat, Shreshtha Bharat (One
India, Great India)” is the catchy BJP
slogan.
Whether that becomes our
manifest destiny depends on hard-headed
determination to face economic realities.
The author is the ex faculty - IIM Ahmedabad
and Director Institure of Rural Management

shreekant.sambrani@gmail.com
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Fiscal Challenges before
The New Government
Dr. R.K. Pattnaik

Mr. Kapil Gosain decisions and still at the same time try
to reach the deficit indicator targets by
1. Introduction
means of enhancement of the revenues
Currently, the Indian Economy is at and/or reducing/ prioritizing the
crossroads facing diverse challenges expenditures.
which include unsupportive external
Against the above backdrop, the
environment,
domestic
structural
remainder of the present article is
constraints, growth slowdown and
organized thus. Section 2, presents the
inflationary pressures. Notwithstanding,
current fiscal situation, Section 3 sets
the present government’s resolution
out the medium term fiscal strategy
to carry forward the task of fiscal
of the present government. Section 4
consolidation in terms of the amended
provides the fiscal challenges before
Fiscal Responsibility and Budget
the new government. Concluding
Management (FRBM ACT) 2012 the
observations are in Section 4.
quality of fiscal adjustment remained
weak and questionable.
2. Current Fiscal situation
In the above context, it is pertinent to
note that based on the cross country
experiences there has been a general
consensus that persistent high levels
of fiscal deficit causes diverse forms
of macroeconomic imbalances such
as inflation, crowding out of private
investment, spill over to external sector
current account deficit and slowdown
in growth. Thus, the recent Indian
experience of moderation of growth to
sub 5 percent accompanied by sticky
retail inflation at around 9 percent
coupled with a growing fiscal deficit is
detrimental to growth in the long run.
India will have a new government and
hopefully the Union Budget 2014-15
will be placed before the parliament in
the month of June/ July14.It is apposite
that the new Government should focus
on a paradigm shift towards fiscal
consolidation providing impetus for
growth and taming inflation. This
perhaps would also be one of the biggest
challenges for the new government
as it would have to maintain a very
fine balance between taking populist
9
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laid out by the government’s FRBM Act
2003 and state-level fiscal responsibility
legislations were achieved in 2007–
2008, a year ahead of schedule (except
for the central government’s revenue
deficit target). The combined fiscal
deficit came down to 4.2% of GDP in
2007–2008 (well below the prescribed
6.0%) and the primary deficit (fiscal
deficit net of interest payments)
turned into a surplus of 1.3% of GDP
in 2007–2008.(Chart 1).However, the
economic crisis of 2008 necessitated
fiscal stimulus. Accordingly, there was
a temporary holding back of the FRBM
Act 2003.

It is pertinent to note that the targets

Chart 1: Deficit Indicators, Centre, States and Combined
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Nevertheless, the fiscal space created
during the period 2004-2008 helped
the authorities to manage the fiscal
situation without much difficulty. The
revised FRBM ACT 2012 was put
in place to strengthen the process of
fiscal consolidation. Thus, authorities
reduced the fiscal deficit to 4.6%
during 2013-14.The interim budget of
2014-15 has placed it at 4.1 percent.
This reduction in fiscal deficit by 0.5
percentage point is largely revenue
driven. Total expenditure is reduced by
0.3% of GDP from 14.0 per cent in RE
2013-14 to 13.7% in BE 2014-15. The
increase in tax revenue is of the order
of 0.5% of GDP from 10.2 percent in
RE 2013-14 to 10.7% in BE 2014-15.
However, non-tax revenue declined by
0.3% from 1.7% of GDP in RE 2013-14
to 1.4% in BE 2014-15. Revenue deficit
has been estimated at 3.0% of GDP in
BE 2014- 15, declining from 3.3% in
FY 2013-14. The budget estimate of 3.3
per cent of GDP for revenue deficit has
been retained in the revised estimates
for FY 2013-14. . The effective revenue
deficit, 9 ( revenue deficit minus grants
to state government for creation of
assets) is estimated at 1.8% of GDP
in BE 2014-15. Total liabilities of the
Government, as a percentage of GDP,
will also see a decline continuing
with the trend in the recent past. At

end of 2013-14, a total liability of the
Government is estimated at 46.0per cent
of GDP which will reduce to 44.8 per
cent by the end of 2014-15. Gross tax
revenue is estimated to increase from
10.2 per cent of GDP in RE 2013-14 to
10.7 percent in BE 2014-15 (reflecting
growth of 19.0 per cent over RE 201314), which is however still lower than
peak of 11.9 per cent of GDP achieved
during 2007- 08. With re-prioritization
of expenditure towards developmental
side and curtailing the growth in nondevelopmental expenditure, the total
expenditure is estimated to be brought
down to 13.7 per cent of GDP
in BE 2014-15. During 2013-14,
the Plan Revenue Expenditure was
rationalized by 0.7% of GDP and the
Revised Estimates of 2013-14 for Plan
Expenditure stands at 4.2% of GDP.
The Plan Expenditure for 2014- 15 has
been maintained at the level of 201314 BE which works out to 16.8% over
2013-14 RE.
Total subsidies are at 2.2% of GDP in
RE 2013-14 and are budgeted to be at
1.9% of GDP in 2014-15.

3. Medium Term Fiscal Strategy
of the present Government
Under the amended FRBM Act,
2012 and the Rules notified therein,
government had set a target of

reducing the revenue deficit to 2 per
cent of GDP and eliminating effective
revenue deficit by 31st March, 2015.
Gross fiscal deficit is projected to
decline progressively to 4.2 per cent
of GDP in 2014-15. The Medium Term
fiscal Plan(MTFP) statement projects
a further decline in GFD to 3.6 per
cent by 2015-16 and to 3.0 per cent by
2016-17. Assuming market borrowings
financing at about 86 per cent of the
GFD, the net market borrowingsare
likely to decline significantly in next
three years to 3.6 per cent of GDP in
2014-15, 3.1 per cent in 2015- 16 and
2.6 per cent in 2016-17.In the medium
term targets, gross tax collection as
percentage of GDP is projected at 11.2
per cent in 2015-16 and 11.5 per cent
in 2016-17. This implies an average
buoyancy of 1.22 which is realistic but
an ambitious target. This will require
an average tax growth of 16.4 per cent.
Over the medium term frame work, an
amount of Rs. 55,000 crore each has
been taken for the years 2015-16 and
2016-17for non-debt capital receipts
which include disinvestment proceeds.
Table below presents the MTFP of
major fiscal variables as set out by the
present government

4. Fiscal Challenges before the
new Government
The current fiscal position and
the medium term fiscal strategy
as explained above reveal that the
FRBM Act has been helpful for fiscal
consolidation. However, the speed
and quality of fiscal adjustment need
to be addressed as the four wheels of
present FM’s Budget cart viz; fiscal
consolidation, fiscal empowerment,
fiscal
transparency
and
fiscal
marksmanship have conked-out. The

Table: Trends of Major Fiscal Variables
F.Y.

GFD
(% of
GDP)

Total
Liability

Tax
Collection
(% of GDP)

Non Tax
Revenue
(% of GDP)

Plan Revenue
Expenditure (%
of GDP)

Non-Plan Revenue
Expenditure (% of
GDP)

Non-Plan
Grants (% of
GDP)

Plan Capital
Expenditure

2015-16

3.6 %

43.1 %

11.2 %

1.3 %

4.3%

1.8 %

0.5%

0.86%

2016-17

3.1 %

41.0 %

11.5 %

1.2 %

4.0%

1.6 %

0.5%

1.0%
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new government in its budget has to
strengthen faster, sustainable and more
inclusive growth to refurbish these four
wheels so that citizens of India will have
a smooth ride in the budget cart.

state governments.
A few options are listed below for
consideration
•

Super rich tax needs to be revisited
– Not just is there an inherent
need to include these people in the
taxation list but more policies to
have more transparency.

•

Get more people in the tax bracket
- Given that less than 3% of the
population shows any taxable
income at all, there’s clearly a need
to bring many more into the net
instead of burdening the already
taxed.

•

Political will to tax traders

•

Revisit Agricultural Tax - It’s also
high time the field was levelled
and rich farmers were made to pay
income tax

4.1 Fiscal Consolidation
True and meaningful fiscal consolidation
in Indian context means elimination of
revenue deficit. nue deficit continues
the reduction in fiscal deficit affects
the quality of expenditure, particularly,
the investment expenditure Evidence,
however, suggests that the government
even after implementation of Fiscal
Responsibility and Budget Management
(FRBM) Act for nearly a decade failed
to eliminate revenue deficit. Currently,
the revenue deficit GDP ratio is above
4 percent reflecting that the high cost
borrowings are spent for government
consumption. It is important to note
that elimination of revenue deficit
will provide headroom for fiscal
sustainability as borrowings through
fiscal deficit will be for investment
expenditure helping growth revival.
4.1.1Fiscal Empowerment
Technically, fiscal empowerment means
maximizing revenue to the budget. The
key to successful fiscal consolidation
i.e. elimination of revenue deficit is to
enhance tax –GDP ratio. Currently, the
tax –GDP ratio is around 10 percent of
GDP. Over the years this ratio needs
to be increased to 12- 13 per cent. To
achieve this, the ensuing budget should
consider a system of presumptive tax
for the small traders and business firms
who are earning above the current
taxable income but not paying any tax.
For level playing field with salaried
class, it is appropriate that they should
be taxed. Secondly, the rich class
should pay higher tax in the interest
of inclusive growth. The income tax
rate should be also increased to 35- 40
per cent for income above 50 lakhs for
annum. Any surcharge on the super-rich
in a federal set up is not recommended
as the revenue is not shared with the
11
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•

Revisit Securities Transaction Tax(
STT)

•

Capital Gains Tax to be revisited

4.1.2 Fiscal Space
It can be defined as room in a
government´s budget that allows it to
provide resources for a desired purpose
without jeopardizing the sustainability
of its financial position or the stability
of the economy. The idea is that fiscal
space must exist or be created if extra
resources are to be made available for
worthwhile government spending. A
government can create fiscal space by
raising taxes, securing outside grants,
cutting lower priority expenditure,
borrowing resources (from citizens
or foreign lenders), or borrowing
from the banking system (and thereby
expanding the money supply). But it
must do this without compromising
macroeconomic stability and fiscal
sustainability—making sure that it
has the capacity in the short term and
the longer term to finance its desired
expenditure programs as well as to
service its debt.
The government must ensure that the
higher expenditure in the short term,

and any associated future expenditure—
including any recurrent spending on
operations and maintenance required
by an infrastructure investment, or
by the establishment of a school or
hospital—can be financed from current
and future revenues. If debt-financed,
the expenditure should be assessed by
reference to its effects on the underlying
growth rate and the country´s revenuegenerating capacity. The government
needs to be sure, in particular, that
increased outlays in one worthwhile
area—health,
for
example—will
not ultimately crowd out productive
spending elsewhere.
4.2 Fiscal Transparency
It was expected that FRBM Act would
bring out transparency in the budget.
Evidence, however, suggest that more
creative accounting has been introduced
in the FRBM Act itself. One example
of such is EFFECTIVE REVENUE
DEFICIT (ERD). ERD is an adjusted
revenue deficit concept and is defined
as revenue deficit minus capital grants
to states. It has been argued that the
capital grants are shown in the revenue
accounts of the central government
but are meant for capital expenditure
of state governments so these are by
nature capital expenditure and should
be netted out. This argument has flaws.
Since grants are revenue receipts of the
state governments the corresponding
end use of these funds is not direct and
also not purpose specific. The ensuing
budget should revisit this concept
a key deficit indicator in FRBM.
Secondly, transparency in financing of
fiscal deficit needs to be put in place.
The cash surplus maintained with
RBI is not transparently revealed to
the public. Similarly, the financing of
cash deficit through RBI scheme of
Ways and Means Advances(WMA)
is arbitrary and non-transparent. On
the one hand RBI is very critical on
the level of fiscal deficit but highly
non –transparent on the financing of
contd... on page no. 27
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Imperatives of
Industrial Resurgence......
Mr. Sunil Bhandare

M

ost intensely and bitterly
contested 16th Lok Sabha
election saga will soon come
to an end; and the serious business of
constituting the new government would
begin immediately thereafter. That the
new government would be confronted
with formidable economic challenges
is all too well-known. At the same
time, we are also a witness to election
manifestos of two major political
parties making many distinct policy
offerings and guidelines on almost
every single aspect of India’s economy.
But what now would be keenly awaited
are the immediate direction of policy
reforms and action programs of the new
government.
Is the Indian economy on the threshold
of industrial revival? And the prompt
response to this vital issue generates
serious doubts and concerns on various
counts. Admittedly, the widespread
perception is that the election results
would throw up a more stable and
decisive coalition government. Yes,
such prospects would certainly help in
restoring confidence of business and
industry as well as of investors and
consumers. But what about the shortterm macro economic fault-lines and
challenges – and some of them even
threaten to aggravate the situation
further?

The Short-term Challenges
Illustratively, the new government has to
confront with the following immediate
daunting tasks:
First, the persistent high inflation: it
12
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is now official that India’s south-west
monsoon would be below normal thanks
to fears of El Nino looming large. The
Indian Meteorological Department
predicts rainfall of 95% of the longterm average of 89 cm, which is lower
than the normal range of 96-104%. El
Nino has a recent history of impacting
adversely agricultural performance
during 2002, 2004 and 2009. A worst
case scenario could be a loss of as much
as 12.5% in agricultural production
[2002-03], while a moderate one could
be about 4% loss of production.
Apart from its likely negative impact on
agricultural growth, the policy makers
will have to reckon with its likely adverse
consequences not only on domestic food
prices, but domestic demand, especially
from the rural economy. According to
the recent analysis of Kotak Economic
Research Estimates “a weak monsoon
can lower FY 2015 GDP growth by
40 basis points to 4.7%” and “can
increase average retail inflation in 2
HFY 15 by 100 bps” [ that is, the retail
inflation moving towards 9% plus from
an anticipated around 8% rate under
normal monsoon conditions]. Would
the new government’s strategic policy
formulation be bogged down by the
primacy of dealing with adversities of
El Nino to the detriment of industrial
revival?
Second, the management of fiscal
deficit [FD]: the budget 2014-15 would
provide the real test case of how the
new government is going to be decisive
in its policy making. This budget has to
envision a blue-print of medium-term
economic strategy. At the same time,
it will have to deal with the immediate

task of fiscal consolidation. The
incumbent FM in the Interim Budget
proclaimed that “the fiscal deficit is
declining”, but the subsequent data
does tend to suggest that despite his
best efforts of window-dressing, the
FD/GDP ratio is unlikely to be lower
than 5% as against his earlier estimate
of 4.6% in 2013-14. Thus, the projected
reduction in FD/GDP ratio to 4.1% in
2014-15, as per the FRBM guidelines,
poses almost an impossible task. This
would call for (a) huge compression
of expenditure growth either on public
sector plan or rationalization/ reduction
of social sector spending as well as
various subsidies; and (b) massive
resource mobilization; or (c) an optimal
combination of these two strategies.
Once again, the implications of all such
strategic decisions on industrial outlook
are far from certain.
Third, the growth revival: India’s real
GDP growth has progressively slumped
from 8.9% in FY 2011 to 6.7% in FY
2012 and further to 4.5% in FY in 2013
and is unlikely to be higher than 4.7%
in FY 2014. The best case scenario for
FY 2015 is placed around 6 to 6.5%
real GDP growth, while most experts’
view tends to converge around 5.5%
likely growth scenario. Incidentally, on
a longer-term perspective of five years
[FY 2014-2019], the recent CRISIL
study [based on paper reports] seems
to have evaluated three alternative
scenarios – (1) the best case prospects
of return to 9% growth has virtually
been ruled out – due to bad health of
financial sector and excess capacity
in some sectors; (2) the prospects of
5% growth in the event of an unstable
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coalition government; and (3) 50%
chance that the economy would
experience 6.5% growth. Prima facie,
the third scenario sounds more realistic.
But even this would call for acceleration
of growth momentum to at least 7.5 to
8% during the last two or three years
[2017/2019] of the new government’s
tenure. Thus, the next two years will be
extremely crucial in terms of economic
consolidation and reforms [including
regulatory and institutional changes].

Why Industrial Revival?
What transpires, therefore, is that from
the perspective of both the short-term
as well the long-term, it is the nonagricultural sector [representing over
85% of the economy] in general and
the industrial sector in particular, which
has to generate substantial incremental
growth momentum for the economy.
It is evident from the Chart above that
barring a brief growth recovery in 201011, India’s industrial performance has
averaged around 2.5% in the post-global
economic crisis period that is from
2008-09 to 2013-14. Such prolonged

phase of stagnant growth has caused
enormous damage to the overall
economy – be it in terms of building
export competitiveness, creation of
manufacturing jobs or buoyancy of
tax revenues. Further, several major
industries especially in basic [steel,
cement, etc], consumer durables
[automobiles, consumer electronics, etc]
and capital goods industries are bogged
down by excess capacities, thereby
13
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causing erosion of overall capital
productivity of the economy. Also, the
growth performance of services sector
has been pulled down to 7% or below,
which many experts made us believe
was on an auto-pilot of 9 to 10% annual
growth rate.

Strategizing Industrial Revival
Thus, whatever may be the composition
of the next government it can only be
oblivious to demands of industrial
resurgence at its own great peril!
Given this contextual framework,
it is quite inspiring to observe the
substantive importance that has been
assigned to industrial/ manufacturing
policy in two key election manifestos
of our national parties, namely, that of
Indian National Congress [INC-M] and
of Bharatiya Janata Party [BJP-M]. It
is also interesting to unearth significant
convergence on many policy areas, albeit
in terms of metaphor, emphasis and
priorities, there are some divergences.
The major divergence in BJP-M is
found in the uncalled for opposition to

FDI in the multi-brand retail.
INC-M spells out broadly two sets of
approaches: First, a 100 Day Agenda for
Growth, which per se is quite ambitious
covering not only some of the pending
issues of tax reforms [GST & DTC],
but also creation of new institutions
like National Investment Facilitation
Authority, National Environmental
Appraisal and Monitoring Authority, and

many others. Second, in the medium/
long-term perspective, apart from its
“rights-based” strategy, there is a wideranging inclusion of several pending
and new policy proposals: for example,
flexible labour policy, encouraging FDI,
transparent policy for development
of natural resources, Green National
Accounts, governance reforms and so
on. On many of these issues, the BJP-M
deals with similar policy prescriptions,
albeit couched in a different language.
Manufacturing : INC-M commits
to its earlier [but yet to find
effective implementation] National
Manufacturing Policy, envisaging over
10 to 12% annual growth, creation of
National Investment Manufacturing
Zones, industrial corridors, enhancing
the share of manufacturing to 25% and
building India as the world leader in
manufacturing. Like-wise, without
prescribing any such quantitative targets,
BJP-M talks about India becoming “a
Global Manufacturing Hub” through
creation of enabling environment
for modern, competitive and caring
industry. It also talks about ensuring
conducive, enabling environment by
making ‘doing business’ in India easy:
“We will focus on cutting the red tape,
simplifying the procedures and removing
the bottlenecks. We will ensure logistics
infrastructure, including stable power.
Our attempt will be to move towards
a single-window system of clearances
both at the centre and also at the State
level through a Hub-spoke model”.
All such policy prescriptions are truly
well-meaning. The purpose of this
article is to emphasize the prospect
of broad national consensus that can
emerge if both these major parties
decide to eschew their prolonged phase
of antagonistic and confrontationist
stance. Difference between their two
sets of policy formulations is one of
“Tweedledum and Tweedledee” – the
two fictional characters in an English
nursery rhyme!
Going forward, there is no need to
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reinvent the wheel on industrial/
manufacturing policy. However, the
existing wheel has come to a virtual
standstill and is getting rusted for want
of lubrication of decisive direction in
implementation of policies. Surely,
this calls for not only the efforts at
the national level, but enormous drive
towards cohesive center-state relationship.
Thus, many contentious areas like land
acquisition policy, pricing of natural
resources, etc. have to be resolved with
the support of the States. There is much
to commend in what BJP-M proposes to
do in this area. It envisages the Central
Govt. to be an enabler and facilitator in
the rapid progress of states by evolving
a model of national development,
which is driven by the states. It seeks to
create Team India, which is not limited
to the Prime Minister led team sitting
in Delhi, but which will be inclusive of
Chief Ministers and other functionaries
as equal partners. It wants to involve
States in the promotion of foreign trade
and commerce. Given the imperatives
of progressive decentralisation of
developmental strategies, States will have
to be extensively and intensively engaged
to realise India’s aspirations of a global
industrial power in the coming years.

Also, Listen to Sane Voices –
Outside-in View
These and many such challenges – both of
immediate and of long-term nature – have
been inviting considerable policy debate
and discourse outside the narrow binds
of mainstream politics. We hope that the
new government would draw upon many
such expert policy inputs. In this context,
it will be relevant to highlight some of
the significant policy recommendations
from the report authored by eminent
group of intellectuals under inspiring
leadership of Dr. R. A. Mashelkar and
Dr. Vijay Kelkar, and published recently
by the Pune International Center titled
“Innovating India - Road Map 201419”].
Talking specifically about ensuring
high growth in industry and services,
14
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the Report emphasizes that these sectors
will be the primary source of jobs
and income growth in the decades to
come. Sustaining high growth in these
sectors will require three things : First,
continued outward orientation so that
we do not slip into stagnation behind
protective walls; second, promoting
a competitive environment locally so
that successful companies outpace
laggards; and third, technological
dynamism. While recognising India’s
entrepreneurial base manifesting in
public and private sector, it is critical
about the policy system, which despite
de-licensing and liberalisation, continues
to constrain options for development.
“Political interference even in so-called
deregulated sectors is rife and crony
capitalism is the order of the day, both
in the Centre and the States. This has
to change. We need a genuine free
enterprise system where the law and the
regulatory authorities intervene in an
objective and transparent manner when
required to protect the public interest.
This requires a change not just in the
political class but also among corporate
leaders who are as responsible for crony
capitalism as the politicians”.
It sets out whole set of policy
prescriptions to reduce the menace
of crony capitalism by (a) promoting
professionalization
of
corporate
management; (b) gradual transformation
of family owned and managed
corporations to professionally managed
corporations; (c) clear separation of
ownership and management; and so on.
It talks at great length about imperatives
of technological dynamism in the
manufacturing sector.
“Indian industry has established its
competence at cost-cutting innovations
and reverse engineering. But as a middle
income country with a growing share of
global markets and a growing global
presence, it will have to compete with
new products, processes and business
models to hold its own. Supply driven
technology development mainly in

government labs is not enough. We
need corporate research centres driven
by market demands, a replication of
the sort of development that has taken
place partially in pharmaceuticals. This
requires a change not just in official
policies but also in the corporate mindset”.
Finally, it also highlights the emergence
of stronger link between agriculture
and organised services. “By 2050
the number of persons dependent on
agriculture will be less than one per
hectare of gross cropped area as against
the present worker area ratio of 1.5
with a consequent increase in average
farm size as well as an increase in
mechanisation. Given how demand is
evolving there will have to be a shift
from food-grain oriented farms to more
complex enterprises that grow a variety
of higher value products like fruits
and vegetables and animal husbandry
products. This cannot be driven by
technology extension and the driving
force will come from the marketing end
as was the case with milk cooperatives.
This will not happen without major
changes in the regulatory environment
for agricultural marketing which tie
farms to local mandis”.
In summing up, winning the election
would only be half way through the
battle – or perhaps much less! There are
massive tasks of restoring of the economy
back to a respectable and sustainable
high growth. The new government
can not afford to waste time either in
reinventing the wheel or procrastinating
on actual implementation. While the
agenda for first 100 days is of crucial
importance, what is even more vital is a
holistic drive towards long-term strategy
of sustainable industrial resurgence! Let
us hope the new government gets on
with its business in right earnest …..
The author is the Chief Economist
in MEDC

sunil.bhandare@gmail.com
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Innovating India
ROAD MAP 2014 -19
- PUNE INTERNATIONAL CENTRE

FISCAL CONSOLIDATION

I

ndia finds itself in a precarious
fiscal position that calls for
corrective measures aimed at
Iquick fiscal consolidation that will
remain sustained over the long run.
High fiscal deficits cause imbalances
in the macro-economic environment,
affecting inflation, external sector
investment, growth and employment.
The impact of a deteriorating fiscal
balance leaves little space for policy
measures in the event of a global
crisis, leaving the economy vulnerable
to external shocks. While the Fiscal
Responsibility and Budget Management
Act (FRBMA) was enacted in 2003,
deviations in the road map here have led
to a deepening fiscal crisis that needs
to be urgently addressed. It is crucial
that competitive populism is eschewed;
better distributive outcomes can be
achieved by programmes that promote
access to employable skills, improve
productivity and lead to efficient
governance. The most essential policy
interventions include the following:
Sustainable fiscal consolidation:
It necessitates a return to the highs of
Tax-to-GDP ratio achieved in 2007-08;
the tax-GDP ratio target of 20% can
be achieved in the medium term. The
measures here include
1. Expediting the implementation of
the Goods and Services Tax as per
the model GST as recommended
by
the
Thirteenth
Finance
Commission.
2. Reform of the Union Excise Duties
and Service Tax to prepare for
the smooth integration of these

levies into a single rate Goods and
Services Tax.
3. Improving the efficiency of the
tax administration by establishing
a data-warehousing and datamining infrastructure within the tax
administration.

the activities such as transportation,
hospitality, manufacturing sectors such
as steel, aircrafts, refining etc., where
the private sector now can play a more
efficient role.
The privatization or disinvestment
programme should address two policy
concerns:

4. Mandating the PAN or the UID in all
financial transactions including all
immoveable property transactions.

1. Getting the fair sale price to the
government and

5. Moving towards full cost-pricing
of publicly supplied goods and
services.

These can be achieved through various
means such as listing, follow on
secondary sale, the call option model
and the Exchange Traded Fund model
which have been recommended by the
committee constituted in 2012 on ‘the
Roadmap for Fiscal Consolidation’.

6. Setting up a separate Directorate
of Risk Management for designing
a robust risk management system
which will improve the efficiency of
the tax administration and enhance
transparency through leveraging
of Information Technology or
‘Information Raj’, replacing the
present ‘Inspector Raj’ of the
Revenue Administration.
Accelerating
the
privatisation
program :
The key is to enhance competition in
various sectors – air, rail, banking etc.
– by fostering growth of widely held
professionally managed companies.
Essentially, privatization aims at
introducing a level playing field to
promote competition and also at
restructuring of the public sector
balance sheet where the public sector
now shifts towards financing the new
needs of the economy such as protection
of environment, provision of urban
infrastructure, cleaning of rivers, better
water management, etc. and exits from

2. Reducing risks for retail investors

Efficient subsidy management :
It requires not just reduction in the
quantum through various measures
such as deregulation of fuel prices,
revision in price of urea etc., but also
more efficient delivery of subsidies,
for instance, ‘food grain management’
to curtail leakages. Here the role of
Aadhaar as a tool to enhance efficiency
of delivery should be encouraged by all
stakeholders.
Control plan expenditure:
Significant savings can be achieved
through proper prioritization and
efficient use of available resources.
Better design and targeting of schemes
can improve outcomes while reducing
expenditure at the same time. For this,
the Planning Commission’s monitoring
and supervision mechanisms must be
strengthened. All state Governments
should be encouraged to set up an
‘Independent Evaluation Office’ so as

MEDC has taken the approval to reproduce substantial part of the PIC Report. Accordingly, we have incorporated
in this section the important portion from Section 2 – “Policy Recommendations: Road Map 2014 – 19”. The
remaining part of this Report will be covered in our next issue.
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REJUVENATING INDIA’S MANUFACTURING
SECTOR AND EMPLOYMENT GROWTH
to improve expenditure efficiency and
development outcomes.
ne of the significant reasons
for the slowdown in economic
growth in recent years has
been the ‘investment famine’ since
2007-08, with the steady decline in the
investment/GDP ratio. Revival of
investments, especially FDI, is key
to the long term growth and rapid
employment expansion strategy of the
country, helping us to reap demographic
dividends. There is an urgent need to
rekindle the investor’s animal spirits
by creating and nurturing a conducive
economic and policy environment.
In particular, the manufacturing
sector needs special focus; while
liberalisation since the eighties have
targeted industry, this sector has failed
to live up to its potential. While there
are many aspects that contribute to
a vibrant manufacturing sector, this
section takes up certain specific reforms
that are essential to achieve the goal of
manufacturing sector contributing a
quarter of India’s GDP from the present
levels of 16%.

O

Clear commitment towards execution
of big ticket FDI projects:
For reviving FDI in India, there should
be clear commitment to fast-track
implementation/execution of the big
ticket FDI projects in power, steel,
oil and gas and other crucial sectors.
Further, the approach for FDI should
change from ‘country’ to ‘company’. In
other words, big MNCs such as Fortune
500 Companies should be targeted
through concerted and combined
efforts by India’s business community
and policy-makers, rather than
targeting only countries and overseas
delegations.
Reducing cost of doing business:
Improving the ease of doing business
is crucial for both domestic and
16
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foreign investors. The cost of doing
business should be measured and
monitored and reported periodically
to the legislature on progress made,
aiming to reduce this by half over the
medium term. This calls for measures
related to simplifying procedures e.g.
single window clearance, reforming
the prevalent “Inspector Raj” including
introduction of Voluntary Certification
Scheme and reduction in the number of
registers required to be maintained and
permitting electronic record-keeping
etc.
The Cluster Approach is key to
industrial rejuvenation:
Rather than the latest policy of large
National Investment and Manufacturing
Zones (NIMZs), smaller NIMZs or
clusters should be set up to enhance
existing manufacturing centres. These
clusters should be given uninterrupted
power supply at international rates,
abundant water supply, world class
connectivity to international airports/
ports, one-window-processing for all
export-import related work, facilities
such as Common Effluent Treatment
Plant, a government supported Common
Facilities Centre (CFC) for design,
testing and prototype manufacturing,
an ITI established within the zone that
will impart cluster specific training etc.
Labour law reforms are a critical area
for providing productive employment
through
boosting
manufacturing
investment, as the current regulation
framework can be described as outdated,
inflexible and complicated. Reform
here will include the following:
1.

Commitment for a timebound
programme for more decentralisation
as subjects related to labour should
be transferred from Concurrent
List to State List in terms of
Article 246 of Indian Constitution.
States, then, can experiment with

incentives and simplifications in
Labour laws that in consonance
with their environment could
boost employment opportunities.
A healthy competition between
the states would serve as a tonic to
employment growth.
2. Necessary flexibility to the employer
to adjust his workforce due to
evolving economic situations,
as is practiced in China. In such
cases,
adequate
retrenchment
compensation should be provided
for, as is followed in Gujarat
where retrenchment of workers
necessitates payout of 45 days
salary for every year worked.
3. Hiring of Contract Workers should
be permitted subject to their getting
all the benefits of regular workers
like minimum wages, P.F., canteen
and medical benefits etc. Further,
companies should be allowed to
appoint the workers on “ fixed term”
basis – different from Contract
Workers- to satisfy work needed to
be done for short period.
4. The Factories Act should not be
applicable to small industries in
order to allow growth of the smallscale firms.

E

TOWARDS NEW
AGRICULTURE

ndowed with 11.2% of the
world’s arable land and
with 20.5% of the world’s
Eeconomically
active
population
who work in agriculture, India has
the potential to be a world leader in
agriculture. Indeed, it is already the
largest producer of pulses, jute and
milk while ranking among the top 3 in
production of wheat, rice, groundnut,
rapeseed, vegetables, fruits, sugarcane,
tea, cotton, tobacco and eggs. From
the perspective of international
trade too the timing for corrective
action and transformation of Indian
agriculture cannot be better. A gradual
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shift in the epi-centre of agricultural
production, consumption and trade is
likely to take place from the OECD
to developing countries. In fact, an
increase in India’s world market share
from 16% to 20% by 2015 is foreseen
as irrigated area and yields increase.
Thus, India has the potential to be the
world leader in agriculture. The new
agriculture policy will also provide
greater employment opportunities and
more balanced regional development.
Realization of this potential hinges
on quick and effective action by the
government. Some key measures have
been suggested here that will address
the critical issues.
Expand irrigation :
Raising irrigation infrastructure is
key to removing Indian agriculture’s
dependence on the monsoons. Trend
analysis over the past 30 years
shows that net area under irrigation
has stagnated for at least 10 years
before there has been any appreciable
increase, this trend should be reversed
at the earliest.
Focus on Dry Land Farming:
While efforts are being made to bring
more area under irrigated agriculture,
and increase cropping intensity,
unless focused attention is paid to
develop improved technology and
adopt appropriate package of practices
designed especially for dry land
agriculture, it will not be possible
for farmers to cultivate crops in such
areas on a profitable and sustainable
basis. The Dry Land Mission needs to
be revamped, re-staffed and energised
with a mandate to take the tasks
relating to research, technology and
forward extension in such areas in a
mission mode.
Legalise land leasing:
An active land lease market will
bring with it increased production
efficiency due to greater security
of tenure, increased long-term farm
investment and better utilisation of
17
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land, labour and other resources. It
will also facilitate the occupational
mobility of the rural people, reduce
the pressure of population on land and
increase the income of the poor from
diverse economic activities. The state
government should immediately set
up of an apex Land Lease Authority to
frame supportive regulations, oversee
the process of implementation, settle
such disputes as may arise and act as
an overall Ombudsman.
Review counter-productive
subsidies:
The ever increasing subsidies have
been counter-productive and have
suppressed investments in agriculture.
During the first seven years of this
decade, subsidies increased by CAGR
of 9.8% whereas capital expenditure
increased by a CAGR of 3.7%. Blanket
subsidies are leading to misallocation of
agricultural resources. The imbalance
in the use of nitrogen – phosphorus –
potassium (NPK) fertilizers brought
about by distortions in prices due to
subsidies for nitrogenous fertilizer
is creating serious problem of soil
degradation and is adversely affecting
productivity.
Review policy on GM technology:
As noted by Dr. M.S. Swaminathan,
“GM foods have the potential to
solve many of the world’s hunger and
malnutrition problems and to help
protect and preserve the environment
by increasing yield and reducing
reliance upon chemical pesticides. Yet
there are many challenges ahead for
governments, especially in the areas
of safety testing, regulation, industrial
policy and food labelling.” These issues
should be resolved in consultation with
a credible independent authority such
that the potential of the new technology
is
exploited
with
appropriate
safeguards.

NEXT GENERATION
TRADE REFORMS

T

he sharp increase in the current
account deficit (CAD) is ringing
alarm bells. However, this is a
mere reflection of the postponement of
the next generation trade reforms that
have held India back from emerging as
a major player in the global economy,
with the shares of trade and investment
far below its true potential. India has not
kept pace with the changes in the global
trade scene with increasing emphasis
on linking with global and regional
supply chains, and diversification into
new areas of services trade. These call
for a robust set of reforms in services
trade, trade facilitation and a strategic
focus on regionalism. Drastic reduction
in transaction costs through trade
facilitation reforms is also essential to
improve the business environment to
attract larger and steadier inflows of FDI
to supplement the needed investment
for a high and sustained growth.
An even more active foreign policy
would also accelerate India’s export
performance. Growth in exports is
now sine qua non for the expansion of
employment and incomes. Given our
gigantic challenges of the demographic
transition, the promotion of exports
should have a very high priority.
Trade facilitation and reducing
transaction costs : It involves the
following measures
1.

Comprehensive move towards
paperless environment for the
import-export process,

2. Drastic reduction in bureaucratic
discretion and ensuring greater
transparency in all regulatory
aspects governing trade and
manufacturing,
3. Harmonisation of key regulations
governing
manufacturing
across states, starting with the
implementation of an effective GST
and
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4. Strong governance and monitoring
mechanism related to transaction
costs at the highest level of
government.
Firm mandate towards reform
oriented regulation of professional
services: Indian trade policy in
services has to move away from being
IT-centric with an over-emphasis in its
trade negotiation priorities on Mode 4
(or liberalisation of the movement of
people), a critical demand of the Indian
IT lobby.
It should also focus on the barriers
preventing the take-off of other services
such as behind the border regulatory
restrictions on accounting, legal,
engineering, architecture, or health
related professional services in partner
countries.
Strategic regionalism:
It would require India to focus on Asia,
especial greater Southern Asia that
includes most of the ASEAN member
states. The Trans-Pacific Partnership
(TPP) offers the best opportunity for
India. The ultimate objective would be
to integrate product, services, financial,
and energy markets of Southern Asia,
creating opportunities for competitive
production networks, integrated energy
grids and creation of a consumer
market with over 600 million middleclass consumers by 2020.
The road to such integration lies through
innovative trade policy that focuses on
essentials such as physical connectivity
between markets, addressing non-tariff
barriers and complete eradication of
tariff barriers- all leading to strong
regional supply chains with full Indian
participation.
Trade Policy Council:
In all developed and successful
economies, strategic trade decisions are
taken at the highest political level, and
not left to the narrow focus of the line
ministries, whose task in fact, should
be the detailed implementation of these
strategic decisions.
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In order to separate the strategic
decision making process related to trade
and industrial policy from day to day
operational issues, a new, independent
Trade Policy Council (TPC) needs to be
developed outside the line ministries that
reports directly to the Prime Minister.
It’s role could include strategic
decisions on multilateral, bilateral and
regional trade policy, policy related to
FDI, policies related to trade facilitation
and reducing transaction costs of trade,
policies related to domestic regulatory
reform in various sectors to reduce
the costs of doing business in India,
strategic policy making on improving
India’s competitiveness, policies to
improve India’s logistical capacity and
connectivity with rest of the world and
policies to make India ready for the
structural changes in global production
focusing on skilling and technological
acquisition.
The TPC would have three offices--Office of the Chief Trade Negotiator
(OCTN), Office of the Chief Economist
(OCE) and Director-General of National
Trade Facilitation Council (DGNTFC).

CREATING
A ROBUST
INNOVATION
ECOSYSTEM

E

ven as India understands the
importance of innovation led
growth, innovation led recovery
innovation led competitiveness, etc. it
lacks a robust national innovation eco
system. The Global Innovation Index
2013 places India at 66th amongst 142
nations, slipping lower over the past
two years. At the same time, over 760
multinational companies have set up
their R&D centres in India, employing
over 160,000 Indian scientists, engineers
and technologists, thus Indian IQ is
creating intellectual property for these
companies. Harnessing this exceptional
competitive advantage of talent is

crucial for India’s long term growth
strategy and the following points can
work towards achieving this goal:
Investment in Science, Technology
and Innovation:
In order to create a strong base for
innovation, this investment should
increase from current 1% of GDP to at
least 2 % of GDP as promised by former
Prime Ministers Shri Rajiv Gandhi, Shri
Atal Bihari Vajpayee and current Prime
Minister Shri Manmohan Singh.
The Research and Innovation Bill,
2012:
Academic institutions should be
supported to promote creation of
wealth from their research in science.
This Bill needs to be passed with due
debate as the proposals with respect to
Intellectual Property in this bill are far
more balanced and nuanced compared to
the earlier bill. In particular, the chapter
on ‘The Protection and Utilization of
Intellectual Property emerging from
public funded research’ is important.
Inclusive innovation led accelerated
inclusive growth:
Research and innovation should aim at
providing for the hundreds of millions
of resource poor Indians, who are
excluded from access to the essential
necessities of life. The Government
needs to launch a big movement on
‘inclusive innovation led accelerated
inclusive growth’ that will make more
funding available for:
1. Grand challenges: e.g. ultra-low cost
rural electrification, ultra-low cost
internet access, extremely affordable
drugs, ultra-low cost vaccines and
diagnostics, etc.
2. Special instruments to provide early
stage financing to support innovative
breakthroughs
in
‘inclusive
innovation’.
3. Prototyping, scaling up and wide scale
deployment of proven technologies
(including grass root innovations)
belonging
to
the
‘inclusive
innovation’ class.
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4. High technology acquisition for
inclusion: acquiring a cluster of
unencumbered patents or technology
at an early stage and developing these
further for ‘Inclusive Innovation’.
Research and Technology Parks:
It is important to create an enabling
environment for stimulating innovation.
For this, ‘Research or Technology Parks’
should be funded by the government as
well as through innovative Public-Private
Partnership. China has 300 Research
Parks, India’s Research Parks cannot be
counted beyond a single digit.

BUILDING
INDIA’S HUMAN
RESOURCES

T

he entire spectrum of education,
from kindergarten to primary to
secondary to higher secondary
and higher education, in the domains of
basic skills and professional education,
are critically important for the social
and economic development of a nation.
With little progress in access to quality
education at all levels, India’s famous
demographic dividend is not yielding
the requisite impact on growth. The
challenge lies in creating and nurturing
policies and operating procedures that
give every citizen an opportunity to
acquire skills that are aligned with the
needs of the economy; the following
measures suggest the way forward in
human resources development.
Access to employable skill vouchers:
Vocational skills after secondary
school could be imparted through
special purpose vouchers that enable
the individual to choose specific
skills that could alone empower them
through productive employment. These
vouchers would be redeemed by the
service provider (public or private) in
two stages, first on entry to the course
and second after passing the requisite
skill grade. These skill vouchers will
ensure that every Indian youth shall
19
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have an access to employable skills.
Concerted efforts in a mission mode
for vulnerable groups such as tribal
people, poor women and minorities:
Apart from public sector efforts, there is
a need to certify and galvanize the NGO
sector which can come up with out of
box solutions especially for children of
migrant labourers.
Streamline and standardize the
quality of educational outcomes
without freezing the detailed syllabus so
that locally specific idioms and montages
could be leveraged as relevant.
Higher education commission: Such
new commission to be created should
bring together the regulatory role of
various commissions and councils.
Empowered autonomous institutions:
Such institutions should be permitted
with power to give degrees.
For-profit educational institutions:
The participation of private sector in
education would enhance growth and
bring competitiveness. The creation
of appropriate ‘financing mechanism’
funded by both government and private
sector will maintain the needed balance
between accessibility, social equity and
quality. It will also help government
retain its ‘public good’ identity while
incentivising the private institutions to
earn fair returns on their investment.
Go Global:
There should be an open and progressive
policy of taking Indian education to the
world market by (i) attracting students
from abroad and (ii) enabling Indian
educational institutions to open their
branches overseas.

BOOSTING INDIA’S
INFRASTRUCTURE

I

ndia’s infrastructure deficit and
slowed growth in recent years
calls for an urgent attention. It is
important to focus on processes and
measures that will not only kickstart

investment in the short run, but that will
yield a consistent approach towards
a long term goal of ensuring adequate
and requisite infrastructure that serves
the need of the country.
Infrastructure investments should
be guided by clear ‘service level
agreement’ (SLA) type of objectives, for
greater economic efficiency and greater
convenience for the citizenry. This will
guide infrastructure investments, for
example,
1. A citizen should be able to reach by
surface travel (road+rail) from any
point in the country to any other in
no more than 24 hours. This would
guide investment towards high
speed rail and highways.
2. A citizen in any urban area should be
able to travel to any point in the same
urban area in no more than one hour
at a reasonable price. This would
guide investment towards metro rail
and Bus Rapid Transit systems.
3. A citizen anywhere in India should be
able to make a telephone call across
the country at the same cost as a
local call and access the internet at
affordable rates.
4. Every citizen should have access to
electricity at any time of the day
anywhere in India at a reasonable
price.
5. At least two ports, one on each coast
should be capable of handling the
largest container ships that ply global
routes with a maximum port turnaround
time of 24 hours in any season.
The populace and the administration
need to be galvanised by landmark
projects which are multistate mediumto-long gestation projects that benefit
large sections of the society e.g.
1. KICK or Kanha-Krishna Corridor:
It is a combined high-way, rail and
oil-and gas pipelines transport to and
from ports to bring about higher levels
of growth in the large landlocked
Gangetic-Plains-states of UP, Bihar,
Jharkhand and Chattisgarh. These
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states need this corridor to bring their
growth rates up to those of the coastal
states of Tamilnadu, Maharashtra or
Gujarat.
2. Coastal Expressways on the Peninsula
(Samudra-Tat Expressways): These
are envisaged as the main North-South
transportation routes for all the ports
of the peninsula to each other and the
population centres on the peninsula.
3. Akshansh Marg Expressway (13
Degree, 15 Degree and 17 Degree
connector): They will provide a
close connection to either coast for
industrial locations and population
centers on the peninsula. 13 Degree
parallel expressway will connect
Mangalore and Ennore, 15 Degree
parallel expressway will connect
Mormugao and Krishnapatanam,
17 Degree parallel expressway will
connect Ratnagiri and Kakinada.
4. The Central India Power Hub: Central
part of India with dense forests, many
major rivers and mineral resources
makes an ideal location for 100 GW
of electric power generation. It needs
transmission ‘highways’ connecting
these power sources to the various
population centers in the country.
5. The Nagpur Distribution hub:
As the logistics distribution hub
(e.g. for packaged goods for the
organised retail sector) and an
electricity distribution hub based on
development of six lane expressway
in both directions towards Delhi and
Chennai, a strong, redundant HVDC
High-Voltage Electricity Grid and
MIHAN airport as an international
cargo and passenger transportation
Hub.

sustain average 7 % economic growth
to meet the aspirations of its billionplus population. At the same time, India
is the 4th largest contributor to global
warming which will affect India more
severely than most other nations. India
therefore must take leadership role in
mitigating climate change. As over 70%
of India’s energy needs are dependent
on foreign sources with about 80% of
its foreign exchange reserves lockedin for energy imports, this is a serious
vulnerability for energy security. India
thus needs to find innovative solutions
to enhance ‘Energy Independence’,
while balancing its growing demand
for energy with the need to limit its
carbon footprint in real-time. The
priority solutions must include the
following measures:
India must engage proactively in the
International negotiations on Climate
Change to ensure speedy global
mitigation action for limiting climate
change and negotiate for International
funds as well as technology inputs
for adaptation efforts in developing
countries. At the international forum,
India must protect its national interest
in terms availing larger share of
energy usage during its challenging
development phase of next 10-15
years. India must integrate policy
priorities of National Security with
Environment and Energy security and
also pay special attention to water and
food security that will pose serious
problems due to adverse effects of
climate change in the regions of
interest to India.

ENERGY SECURITY

‘Integrated
Energy
Policy’
approach:
It is a ‘must do’ to reduce overlap
and friction among various ministries
and departments. This will enable
consistent and timely implementation
of policy.

ndia is already the 4th largest
energy consumer in the world,
but its energy needs will further
increase five times by 2030 in order to

In the medium term framework, it is the
coal sector that will play an important
role in providing energy security.
Currently, the monopoly of Coal India

ENSURING INDIA’S

I
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has become an ‘albatross’ around our
energy security. Hence, one of the
first acts of the new Government will
have to ensure that the entry of private
sector is allowed by reversing the
earlier policy of Coal nationalization.
This will need to be accompanied by
setting up an independent regulator
for the coal sector. It will promote
competition, good mining practices
and infuse new technology in this vital
sector. In the long run, of course, solar
energy and nuclear energy will be the
‘game changers’.
Goals should be set to promote solar
and wind electricity for providing
about 30 % of India’s requirement by
2030 and to consolidate hydro and
nuclear power to provide over 20 % of
requirements by 2020.
Provide stable investment climate
through
a)
Enforcement
of
Renewable Purchase Obligations
(RPOs) by strengthening regulatory
action on timely compliance, if needed
through amendments in the Electricity
Act 2003, and
b) Guarantee DISCOM payments
on the solar PPAs against any state
defaults and adjust such amounts
against disbursements to states. The
central government’s risk will be
diversified against 25 states. This
stable investment climate would lead
to significantly higher investments
in the renewable sector (estimated at
Rs. 1,80,00 crores for generation in
the 12th Plan and Rs.40,000 crores
in transmission over a slightly longer
time frame) and associated jobs in
manufacturing, installation and allied
services.
Make available low-interest loans
for Solar Power:
Facilitate availability of low cost debt
through bilateral/multilateral agencies.
However exchange rate risk should be
passed on to the project promoters.
Inclusive Development:
Establish a benefit sharing mechanism
with local populace/community for
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truly inclusive development and
making the community a partner in
development of renewable energy
projects.
One could consider a share of 2-4% of
revenue sharing with the community
as is common in many nations.
Additionally we propose leasing of
land for renewable energy projects to
sustain a long term income for land
owners.
Least cost procurement:
By firmly establishing a policy of
competitive bidding based tariff
discovery all across India and for all
resources, we would ensure renewable
energy procurement at the cheapest
price allowing for even further
deployment. This policy has yielded
significant benefits for solar PV where
in last 3-4 years, costs have come down
from Rs 18/kWh to Rs 6-7/kWh.
Effective utilization of National
Clean Energy Fund (NCEF) funds:
It (~3500 cr/yr, estimated at 10,000 cr
over last 3 yrs) should be used towards
facilitating reduction in cost of solar
through low interest financing options
and incentivizing uptake of various
pilot projects on newer cutting edge
technologies. This will spur innovation
and applied research in the solar/
renewable sector.
Promote solar parks:
Government should set up very large
scale projects (~1,000-4,000 MW) in
a planned manner in a single location,
reducing costs from economies of
scale. Government should also provide
enabling environment for private players
to invest in setting up solar parks (10
MW+). Where possible, government
could make available ‘unutilized
government land’ on lease basis.
Encourage distributed solar PV
generation through
a) ‘Net Metering’ to encourage
distributed solar PV generation: In
urban areas, grid connected rooftop PV
without batteries should be promoted
in a balanced manner by adopting a
national policy of ‘net-metering’ to
21
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encourage in-situ generation primarily
for self-consumption and
b) Village level mini-grids: In
remote rural areas (~ 20,000 – 30,000
villages/hamlets) distributed off-grid
PV mini-grids should be strongly
encouraged based on performance
based incentives while at the same time
ensuring equitable consumer tariffs by
leveraging utility finances under their
Universal Service Obligation.

INDIA’S URBAN
CHALLENGE

T

he latest Census of 2011 showed
the growing trend of urbanisation
in India. With more than a third
of our population now in urban areas,
the growth and development agenda
must respond to the demographic
transition. Urban spaces in India are
currently poorly managed, in terms of
basic public-amenities and services and
as attractors of investments and hence
are not optimising their role as drivers
of economic growth and development.
The following recommendations set
out the basics needed to address the
pressing issues and challenges in urban
governance.
Strengthen Urban Local Bodies
(ULBs):
It should be done in the true spirit of
the 74th Amendment. The sanctity of
3 Fs principle i.e. Finance, Functions
and Functionaries must be maintained,
so that devolution, delegation and
decongestion happens fully.
Handover Revenue Handles to
ULBs:
This should be done every possible
where. A certain fixed percentage of
the proposed GST should devolve to
the third tier of government including
ULBs, thus treating them on par with
the second tier (comprising State
Governments). The present 14th
Finance Commission should continue
the earlier trend and at least treble the
resources (in a formulaic manner) that
are devolved to ULBs.

Give State Finance Commissions
the same status as central Finance
Commissions:
As the mechanism for devolution of
resources (untied revenue transfers),
the award of the SFC should be
accepted as in the case of the central
Finance Commission. For this purpose
an appropriate amendment to the
constitution may be called for.
Empowered City Mayor:
It should be done as in New York or
London, to be an elected executive,
with all the trappings of accountability
and
concomitant
accountability,
hence ensuring efficiency of delivery.
This will require a constitutional
amendment; however this is a crucial
piece in managing urban resources.
The nature of urbanization in India
has the characteristic that economic
concentrations are assuming the form of
metropolitan agglomerations. This will
bring forth the issue of Metropolitan
management and governance and the
concomitant issue of one more layer of
government at this level.
Raise resources by monetizing select
Public Lands:
Limited land resources in the urban
areas must be efficiently utilised. This
would require a rethink of policies
such as Development Control Rules,
Rent Control Act, FSI, TDR etc. to
work towards raising the efficiency of
land markets. Along with land market
reforms that lead to well-functioning
land markets, monetization of public
lands would go a long way in raising
resources so necessary for providing
critical infrastructure such as affordable
housing, mass transit systems etc. A
recent study of the India Development
Foundation (IDF) has estimated that
for Ahmedabad city alone, it is possible
to raise $ 3 to 4 billion by monetising
select public lands.
contd.. on MEDC Economic Digest,
June 5, 2014 issue.
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Issues & Challenges facing
Power Sector’
- Ms.Kiran Nanda

P

ower shortages are constraining
India’s overall economic growth.
Though the power deficit has
shrunk to a record low in recent period,
consumers and producers continue
to suffer blackouts. About a sixth of
generation projects worth about Rs
90,000 crore are just lying idle.

from state utilities, while the rest will
be from private entities. Estimated 859
bn units of electricity will be generated
by thermal power projects during 201415. Of this, 784 bn units are expected
to come from coal based stations and
remaining 75 bn units from fuels such as
lignite, naphtha, diesel and natural gas.

Years ago only Roti, Kapda and
Makaan were considered to be basic
requirements of mankind. Later on it
was realized that even Bijlee, Sadak and
Pani were equally basic.

Formidable Problems include--

Current Power Scenario
Infrastructure deficit is not letting the
manufacturing buoy up and generate
employment opportunities. Peak power
deficit in India is estimated at 7-8%.
Industry suffers from power cuts sweeping
across the country. Large manufacturing
units are compelled to create a full
backup capacity, thereby raising the
capital costs and bearing significantly
higher price for infrastructure services
and utilities as compared to their global
competitors. This, in turn, affects the
ease of doing business both by domestic
and foreign businesses.
Currently, Indian power sector suffers
from all sorts of structural and operational
bottlenecks-- problems with acquiring
land, environment clearances, project
financing, fuel shortages, unrealistic tariff
setting, low plant load factor and massive
T&D losses. Besides, the thrust of power
reforms has been uneven across states.
CEA has estimated generation of 1,023
bn units in 2014-15, a rise of about 5%
from the previous financial year. Over
393 bn units are to be generated from
central utilities and over 368 bn units
22
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yy Over the years, the politicization
of SEBs has landed the economy
with unsustainable tariffs, weak
managements, excessive pilferage
and unsustainable mounting losses.
In 2003, the Centre enacted the
Electricity Act to create separate
entities for generation, transmission
and distribution respectively, with
a view to enable competition to
improve the services and reduce the
costs, besides accelerating the flow
of investment. However, the goal of
competition in power still remains
elusive. Unbundling of the SEBs
has been pursued mechanically as
an end in itself and not as a means
to enhance competition. Losses
of power distribution companies
crossed Rs 2 lakh crore at end March
2012 because of lower consumer
tariffs and higher fuel costs.
yy Coal shortages have led to falling
PLF and costly imports. Banks have
reached their lending limits and are
saddled with a large quantum of nonperforming power assets. Investors
have become cautious about fresh
exposures.
yy Coal sector is embroiled in a messy
state. In 2004, the government
dished out over 40 billion tonnes
of coal assets to captive miners but

sans transparency. Merely 15 mn
tonnes of production could be added
in a decade. Amongst a number of
bottlenecks, most prominent is the
new Land Acquisition Act, which is
placing fresh hurdles in the way of
developing coal assets.
yy Catering to power utilities demand
seems impossible for Coal India
Ltd. In an irresponsible act, the
Government forced the national
miner to commit supplies to 78,000
MW of power capacities — far in
excess of CIL’s production potential.
New utilities, therefore, have no
alternative but to depend on costly
imported coal. On top, government
has mandated that distribution
utilities go in for fixed-tariff based
bidding to enter into power purchase
agreements (PPAs). This has blocked
all avenues to pass on any rise in
fuel costs. To bail out the private
promoters from the impending crisis,
the Central Electricity Regulatory
Commission has prescribed another
controversial solution. Two producers
working with imported coal have now
been offered compensatory tariffs.
This has opened the floodgates for
19 other projects (mostly domestic
coal-based capacities) to seek tariff
revision through the backdoor. It is
apprehended that allowing projects
to charge higher tariffs could spark a
chain of legal disputes. Nearly 27,000
MW of new capacities are lying idle
with Central, State and private sector
utilities.
yy India’s rising energy imports are
adding to the economy’s vulnerability
to external shocks. This is partly due
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to inefficient use of energy.
yy Slump in power demand from
bankrupt distribution utilities has
pulled down the spot prices at India’s
largest power exchange- India Energy
Exchange (IEX)- to the lowest ever
in its seven year history.
yy Financing is another critical issue.
Authorities need to ensure that the
tax structure encourages investment
in power. There is something in the
fabric of Indian taxation structure that
encourages infructuous investment,
rendering a policy induced upward
push to the ICOR. Forthcoming
budget should address this issue.
yy Dr Subir Gokarn points out -- “Two
issues are of particular concern.
First, there is a severe imbalance
between investments across sectors,
which lowers the productivity of
each investment. Infrastructure is
essentially a network phenomenon, a
chain, which is only as strong as its
weakest link. Second, public-private
partnership (PPP) may have been
a promising strategy in theory, but
it is now proving to be financially
unviable. The ability of the companies
in the business to mobilise even a
fraction of the total resources needed
from financial institutions and capital
markets has virtually disappeared.”
yy Further, prospect of accelerated
growth depends on infrastructure
investment across a number of
sectors. For ex. power plants sans
coal linkages or ports without rail
and road access would not be able
to deliver at all. However, such large
and synchronised investments are
beyond the capability of the current
PPP framework.
yy Dr Gokarn also suggests a way out.
The common minimum programme
(2004) included a proposal for a
National Investment Fund (NIF).
This meant pooling of the resources
mobilised through disinvestments
into a fund that would in turn get
invested into various social priorities.
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Somehow this could not become
operational. The NIF seems a good
idea and, if properly structured,
can prove to be a panacea for the
financing problems of the power
sector.
yy Another pressing finance issue is that
while the government has planned
to more than double the renewable
energy capacity installed from 25
gigawatts (GW) in 2012 to 55 GW
by 2017, the renewable energy is
still much more expensive than the
conventional power. The biggest
barrier to renewable energy in India
is the inferior terms of debt, which
exorbitantly raises the cost of the
energy by 24-32% compared to the
US economy.
yy There takes place a constant
tussle between environment and
development perspectives. A recent
development has been that the US
is being urged by environmental
groups to drop its WTO case on
India’s massive solar programme
as this would hurt the growth of its
renewable energy resources. The
US wants action over the domestic
content requirements in India’s
program aiming to ease chronic
energy shortages in Asia’s third
largest economy.
At the same time, the picture isn’t
all gloom and doom. Major positives
include-yy There are huge capacity addition
targets for the 12th plan period.
Policy
makers
are
showing
some political will to encourage
investment flows into the sector.
There have been series of regulatory
changes across segments since the
over-reaching Electricity Act, 2003,
was passed. Government has also
set ambitious goal to expand the use
of renewable energy in India.
yy Project Monitoring Group is now
looking to facilitate investments in
212 projects worth Rs 10.57 lakh
crore. In the past 10 months, 81

power projects, worth Rs 3.2 lakh
crore, have taken off and seen actual
investment on the ground. During
this period, the power sector alone
contributed to 98% of the actual
investment into the economy. At
present, projects worth Rs 9.3 lakh
crore in the power sector are before
the PMG.
yy Power Ministry is contemplating
to stop supplying coal to projects
that fail to meet commercial output
deadline. This will, however, not
apply to projects facing delays due
to reasons beyond the control of the
promoters. It is currently working
on a new priority list of projects.
yy Supreme Court has given 10 days
to the Centre to set up a National
Regulator that would take up a
comprehensive and independent
environmental impact assessment
(EIA) of projects, enforce conditions
for approvals and also impose
penalties on polluters.
yy Indian renewable energy producers
have started using cloud, analytics
and mobile solutions to increase
power generation. They are
focussing on wind, solar, biomass,
and hydro technologies for power
generation and also exploring other
advanced technologies such as
energy storage and smart grid to
better integrate renewable energy
to the grid. These services have the
potential to manage and effectively
use the vast amount of data generated
by the power generation sources.

Some Likely Solutions
A healthy power sector enables
faster and sustainable GDP growth.
Current economic slowdown and
its repercussions on the rating and
reputation of the Indian economy can be
considerably reversed by a performing
power sector.
yy Power reforms need to be accelerated
as there has been lot of foreign
interest especially in renewables
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energy, which would enable India to
expand globally across the energy
spectrum and meet the world’s
energy needs.
yy Reforming coal mining would help
contain India’s trade deficit and
also aid the stretched power sector.
Despite its vast coal reserves, India
has to import its fuel requirements
as mining has got corroded by
corruption and legal battles.
yy New government could lease coal
blocks to private companies on a
contd... on page no. 14

the same through cash surplus/ deficit
fund management. The ensuing budget
should consider having a limit on the
both on cash deficit and surplus in the
financing of fiscal deficit.
4.3 Fiscal Marksmanship
Fiscal Marksmanship represents the
extent of deviation in the accounts
and estimates in the budget. Empirical
findings revealed that the deviation is
large. This is a concern in the present
context as the budget is guided by
FRBM Act. In this context, under
estimation of revenue collection
and over estimation of expenditure
reallocation while presenting the budget
should be avoided. This technique is
normally followed by budget makers to
take credit by showing higher revenue
collections and expenditure reductions
in the final accounts. Another, tendency
is to show higher revenue collection
growth and lower expenditure growth
contd... from page no. 07

One was the category comprising of
the young and the restless, which saw
English movies and western programs
and serials while the country was
debating its future, the other section of
youth tried to follow the sports with
IPL being played on foreign shores.
The middle aged class immersed
itself in watching the soap operas and
serials which kept them entertained
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contract basis. This would ease legal
problems and help boost production
in the short-term.
yy The so-called successful Gujarat
model of distributing reliable 24-hour
power supplies in the state needs to
be studied and if found worthwhile
to be replicated in other states.
Concluding Remarks
The power sector seems to have hit
its nadir and the only direction postelection results it can go is up. But
the pace of reform has to and must
to show lower deficit in the budget
estimates. India’s recent experience
showed large slippage when budget
estimate was translated to revised and
also subsequently to accounts. This
development questions the budget
integrity. Since India is functioning
in a globalized economic world and
is keen to have foreign investment to
support growth not only level of fiscal
deficit matters but also non- occurrence
of slippages in the estimates is of
paramount importance.

5. Concluding Observations
To conclude, focus of the ensuing
Union Budget Union Budget 201415 presented by the new government
should be on firm commitment to
eliminate revenue deficit by enhancing
tax to GDP ratio. This includes revisit
of introduction of presumptive tax and
consideration of higher tax slab of 3540 per cent for income above 50 lakhs.
while the senior citizens spent some
time watching news, and a few of
them watching debates which were
ostensibly conceived to deliberate on
the future of the country.
The nation has spoken through the
electronic voting machines. The
results are yet to come out. While the
high percentage of polling has been
hailed as one more step forward, and
has raised hopes for a more vibrant
democratic process, it is yet to be seen

accelerate.
Power infra is expected to gain from a
likely formation of a stable government.
According to a recent cross-asset
collaborative report co-authored by
political analysts, economists and
equity, rates and forex strategists: “focus
on reforms in sectors such as power
will be positive for the medium-term
outlook for asset quality and inflation
expectations”.

kironnanda@gmail.com

There should be transparency in making
public, the data on financing of fiscal
deficit, both in cash surplus and deficit
situations. Limiting the RBI credit to
Government through WMA is another
consideration for the government to
consider as part of financing fiscal
deficit. Avoidance of fiscal slippage to
ensure budget integrity should be high
on the agenda for the ensuing budget.
As the Chinese Philosopher Lao Tzu
had wisely said: “Do the difficult things
while they are easy and do the great
things while they are small. A journey
of a thousand miles must begin with a
single step.”
ranjitkpattnaik@gmail.com
Dr. R.K.PATTNAIK is Professor and
Mr. KAPIL GOSAIN is PGPM
Student at SPJAIN Institute of
Management and Research.

whether the mandate displays similar
maturity.
The festival of democracy has
concluded for the largest democracy
in the world and while we wait for the
verdict, keeping our fingers crossed,
we only wish that the nation wins and
all the wrongs within the political
system lose.
chandrashekharp@hotmail.com
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Highlights :
yy RBI issues bank licenses only to two entities IDFC and Calcutta based BandanMicro Finance lender. However windows open to others.
yy RBI has taken upon itself the task of investigating bank frauds.
yy RBI proposes to reduce window dressing by the bankers during year ending.
yy RBI is going to tell next government high interest rates will help to tame the
inflation.
Preamble:
• Objectives seems to be to serve the
common man- Aam-Aadmi- and not allow
the corporate and multinationals to built
their own empire by taking away savings
of the common man to add to their self
growth. • In a way the philosophy is to
serve democratic principles and not to
lean towards capital centric corporate.
• As said earlier in these columns RBI
views it from multiple angles and is aware
of its impact in meeting the objectives of
central government philosophy
In the following paragraph we have
attempted to capture some of the above
points. Those interested in further details
may please write to us directly.
1. Infra Lender IDFC, Microfin Co
Bandhan Get Licence to Bank
Heavyweights waiting in queue fail
to make cut
The Reserve Bank of India granted “inprinciple” bank licences to Infrastructure
Development
Finance
Co
and
microfinance lender Bandhan Financial
Services Ltd, ending a four-year process
that left many applicants including
Reliance Capital and L&T Finance
disappointed. But the regulator’s promise
of keeping a window open permanently
for bank licenses in future, rather than
inviting applications at intervals, has
kept their hopes alive.
India Post could still get a licence with
the Regulator saying it may issue one to
the institution with the largest presence
across the country after discussions with
the government.
The announcement came after the
Election Commission allowed the
central bank to go ahead with the move.
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Finance Minister P Chidambaram had
earlier said that he didn’t think the move
needed the poll watchdog’s nod. Inprinciple Approval Valid for 18 Months
. But the FM had nevertheless expressed
his satisfaction that it had been cleared.
“I am happy,” he had said on 1st April
2014.
Solidity and aspects such as financial
inclusion marked RBI’s choices.
Meanwhile, for applicants such as
Shriram Capital, ontap licensing may
work better than the current process
with its tough capital and regulatory
conditions such as the mandatory merger
of all lending activities. Among the
reasons the exercise has taken time was
the debate over whether corporate houses
and entities with exposure to real estate
should be given licences. In the event,
such applicants didn’t make the cut.
The in-principle approval is valid for
18 months during which IDFC and
Bandhan will have to meet all RBI rules
to secure a permanent licence and begin
banking activities. “RBI’s approach in
this round of bank licences could well be
categorised as conservative,” the central
bank said in a statement. “At a time there
is public concern about governance, and
when it comes to licences for entities
that are intimately trusted by the Indian
public, this may well be the most
appropriate stance.”
“The point we want to make is the banking
licence in this country is a measure of
trust and you have to deserve that trust,”
RBI Governor Raghuram Rajan had told
reporters on 1st April 2014. “And we
want to ensure that people who can build
that trust get the opportunity to start a
bank.”

Mr. V. T. Pai

IDFC and Bandhan said the licences were
an acknowledgement of their values.
“This is recognition for Bandhan’s hard
work in the field of financial inclusion,”
said Chandra Shekhar Ghosh, founder
and chairman of Bandhan, the country’s
largest microfinance company by loans.
“It is also recognition of the microfinance
sector as a whole.”
These are the first licenses to be awarded
since 2003-04 when YES Bank got one
and Kotak Mahindra Bank was allowed
to convert itself into a bank from a finance
company. “Directionally, there are enough
indications that we are moving to on-tap
licensing regime,” said Shinjini Kumar,
leader (banking and capital markets) at
consultants PwC. “One of the challenges
with the existing licensing regime is
that regulatory opportunity determines
market entry rather than business need
and preparedness of applicants. One
would hope that licensing of these two
banks is just the start.”
The two companies granted licences
are from diverse fields. IDFC funds
big-ticket projects such as power plants
and roads while Bandhan lends small
amounts to the poor.
Both these companies were seeking
a licence because a bank has access
to lower cost deposits in the form of
savings and current accounts. A finance
company has to borrow from banks, or
sell bonds to raise funds, forcing them to
charge more from borrowers.
Becoming a bank by itself may not
resolve such issues. YES Bank and Kotak
have been battling to boost deposits
amid stiff competition. Furthermore, for
IDFC, there could be issues on priority
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sector lending, which includes credit to
agriculture and small businesses. “There
are various things that need to be done,
which are structure, HR, technology
related,” said Vikram Limaye, IDFC
chief executive. “We have one year
after 18 months to meet priority sector
lending norms. We will start working on
it in the interim period. We have a capital
adequacy ratio of 21% so we don’t need
to raise any capital.”
2. How different will be a
differentiated bank licence?
Quite a few companies that failed to
get a banking licence from the Reserve
Bank of India (RBI) are going back
to the drawing board to draft new
applications, encouraged by governor
Raghuram Rajan’s assurance that
aspirants can consider applying for a
differentiated permit instead of a full
licence. The banking regulator plans
to open a window for differentiated
licences while permits for universal
banks will be available on tap.
There are more than two dozen PPIs
that provide mobile wallets or cards that
customers can use to make payments
with the money that’s stored in them.
They can gradually convert themselves
into banks and even others can join
them. Over a period of time, they can
start offering other services as well.
The panel wants such banks to have a
minimum entry capital of Rs.50 crore,
one-tenth of what a full-service bank
requires, since they will have a near-zero
risk of default.
The panel has also suggested setting
up of wholesale banks to provide credit
and deposit products to other banks and
financial institutions that lend to small
businesses and low-income customers.
According to the panel, high quality
NBFCs that are already engaged in
financial inclusion and the so-called
priority sector lending activities can be
converted into specialized wholesale
consumer and investment banks. As they
are not envisaged to take retail deposits,
these wholesale banks will be able to
May 2014
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deliver on financial inclusion goals
immediately without putting depositors
at risk.
Again, the successful ones could be
considered for graduating to full-service
banks. Currently, many banks buy assets
from others to fulfil their priority sector
obligation under which a bank needs
to give loan to agriculture and small
businesses to the extent of 40% of
total loans. Such asset buying happens
through the securitization route. The
wholesale banks will be aggregator
of both deposits and loans, allowing
smaller and more specialized banks and
financial institutions to transfer their own
systematic exposures to them.
Consumers may not like the idea of
differentiated banks as they would need
to approach different banks for different
financial needs but since the idea is
to cover the vast tract of unbanked
geography, this will not be an issue
as access to any kind of bank will be
welcome in rural India, unlike the urban
pockets where most banks are one-stop
shops, catering to every financial need of
a customer.
The real challenge before the regulator
will be two-fold. One, maintaining
systemic stability while encouraging
presence of different kinds of banks, and
two, making sure that no bank can indulge
in regulatory arbitraging. Under norms,
every bank is now required to keep 4% of
its deposits with RBI in the form of cash
reserve ratio on which it does not earn
any interest; invest in government bonds
at least 23% of its deposits; and 40% of
its loan book must consist of agriculture
and small loans. Once we have different
kinds of banks, these norms cannot be
uniformly applicable to all.
3.

RBI to propose steps to reduce
window dressing by banks

The Reserve Bank will propose measures
to reduce window dressing by banks,
which tends to add to yearend liquidity
pressures in the system.
“We are discussing with bankers how to

improve liquidity towards the yearend
and not come to a path where banks are
not willing to lend to each other,” said
RBI governor Raghuram Rajan at his
post-policy media briefing in Mumbai on
1st April 2014. “The yearend should not
be for something special to happen.”
Liquidity conditions tightened in March,
partly because of yearend ‘window
dressing’ by banks, the RBI said in
its bi-monthly policy statement. The
situation, however, has eased due to an
extraordinary infusion by the Reserve
Bank.
Banks tend to shore up balance sheets for
a variety of reasons. An analysis of RBI
data shows deposit and credit figures
have gone up by as much as 5% in the
last reporting fortnight of the fiscal.
This tends to reverse in the subsequent
fortnights. Banks do this for different
reasons. While some want to reduce
the size of their riskweighted assets to
qualify for lower capital requirement,
others want to increase the size of their
assets to meet government performance
requirement. “What you see is the
distortion in the incentive (structure).
Distortions do affect variety of markets,”
Rajan said.
For instance, the CD market became
very tight in early February. The RBI
then took pre-emptive steps to improve
liquidity. “But in the longer term, we do
not see the RBI in the business of bailing
out the banking system with infusion
of liquidity. So we have to change the
incentive structure and we are thinking
of a variety of ways,” he said.
Bankers, however, have their own
defence. “Even on Saturday and Sunday,
banks were open for government
business. If there are inflow and outflows,
we will need to match that position and
ensure CRR is kept,” said Arundhati
Bhattacharya, chairperson at SBI
4. New Bank liciences : Why RBI chose
only two Banks
My last week’s column on differentiated
licensing evoked strong response from
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stakeholders. A couple of entities that had
applied for a bank permit but did not get
it have expressed deep disappointment
with the Reserve Bank of India’s (RBI)
ultra-conservatism while a few analysts
said opening a window for limited
licences cannot justify the regulator’s
reluctance to welcome not more than
two applicants.Former deputy governor
Anand Sinha once said, “We are painfully
aware of the pitfalls (of industrial houses
owning banks), but we will make sure
that regulations are not subverted,” and
he stuck to his words.
After former finance minister Pranab
Mukherjee announced in February 2010
that RBI would open up the sector for a
new set of private firms, the regulator
first released a discussion paper in
August 2010 and followed it up with
draft guidelines on new bank licensing
in August 2011 and final guidelines in
January 2013. The final norms removed
the provision, outlined in the draft
norms, that corporate entities earning
at least 10% of their revenues from
broking or real estate business would
not be eligible to apply for a permit but
stipulated that bank promoters’ business
culture should not be misaligned with
the banking model. “Their business
should not potentially put the bank and
the banking system at risk on account of
group activities such as those which are
speculative in nature or subject to high
asset price volatility,” it said.
It also emphasised on the promoter
groups’ sound credentials and integrity,
financial health, successful track record
of running a business for at least 10 years
and, most importantly, they should never
be under the scanner of any regulator,
enforcement and investigative agencies.
To own a bank, they also needed to set
up wholly-owned non-operative financial
holding companies (NOFHCs), to be
registered as a non-banking financial
company with RBI. It was also made
clear that the NOFHC and the bank
should not have any exposure to the
promoter group; the bank cannot invest
27
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in the equity or debt capital instruments
of any financial entities held by NOFHC;
and the board of the bank should have
a majority of independent directors. On
top of that, the promoters were to list
their shares on stock exchanges within
three years of starting operations and
bring down stake to 15% in 12 years.
The tight guidelines are only one part
of the story. RBI also pushed through
an amendment to banking laws in
Parliament to strengthen its regulatory
powers. Till recently, it had the power to
remove a director of a banking company
but the amendment has empowered
it to supersede any bank board that
acts in rogue fashion, and appoint an
administrator for managing the bank for
up to one year. Besides, RBI can also seek
information from and inspect, if required,
associated companies of the promoter of
a bank.Well after two decades of bank
nationalization, when RBI opened the
doors for a set of new banks in January
1993, it had received 113 applications,
many from large industrial houses. But
this time around only three industrial
houses applied—Aditya Birla Nuvo
Ltd, Bajaj FinServ Ltd, and Reliance
Capital Ltd— even though the universe
of Indian corporations has expanded
manifold in the past two decades and
opportunities in the banking space are
enormous with a burgeoning middle
class with high disposable income and
a predominantly young population.
The Mahindra and Mahindra group did
not apply for a permit while the Tatas
withdrew its application. Clearly, after
lobbying hard with the government for a
piece of lucrative banking business, most
industrial houses developed cold feet
as they did not see any value creation
within the RBI framework and those
who had applied could not pass through
the regulator’s intense scrutiny.
That’s about the process of elimination.
What about the selection? It’s not easy to
find fault with the chosen two. Bandhan
Financial Services Pvt. Ltd is a successful
microfinance institution based in eastern

India, a playing field of shadow banks.
IDFC Ltd is a different story. Set up by
the government to cater of infrastructure
financing, its business model will find it
difficult to survive unless it is converted
into a bank. Had RBI not been meticulous
in its choice, it would have run the risk
of being taken to court by any of the
unsuccessful applicants.
5. Big loan defaulters to face RBI’s
audit
The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has
taken upon itself the task of investigating
bank frauds after a series of inquiries
by banks themselves in high-profile
cases such as those involving Deccan
Chronicle and Kingfisher Airlines
yielded very little. The Board of Financial
Supervision (BFS), chaired by RBI
governor Raghuram Rajan, has, in fact,
cleared a proposal that the central bank
will conduct an independent forensic
audit of corporates declared fraudulent
by banks. Independent audits, however,
will be restricted to corporates that have
borrowed more than Rs 1,000 crore.
Independent forensic audit is one of the
many steps taken by the RBI to check
the rise in stressed assets in the banking
system. For instance, RBI decided to
incentivise lenders who take quick
action to resolve such cases and penalise
those who sit on them. Bankers say the
findings from forensic audit will enable
RBI to devise policies that will help
it keep a close watch on the creditorborrower relationship, and quickly step
in when there’s a misuse in the system.
Views expressed are personal
vtpai@medcindia.com
The author is Director- Finance, MEDC.
Aptly assisted by Ms. Rashida Dohadwala
member of MEDC Research Wing

“Only a brilliant ruler or a wise
general who can use the highly
intelligent for espionage is sure of
great success”
- Sun Tzu (The Art of War)
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News in MEDC
Interactive Meeting with the Officials from the State of Ohio, Wisconsin, Michigan

Ms. Zoë Munro-Program Manager, Council
of Great Lakes Governor, Ms. Laura
Deierlein-International Trade Development
Manager, Michigan Economic Development
Corporation, Mr. Stanley Pfrang- Market
Development Director, Wisconsin Economic
Development Corporation accompanied by
Ms. Sonia Darshan- Deputy Branch Manager,
Exhibitions India group visited MEDC
on 30th April 2014. Cdr. Anil Save, VicePresident, MEDC welcomed the delegation.
Dr. Gulab Mewani, Dr.Vivek Damle, Mr.
Anil Hatkar, Mr. Chandrakant Sadadekar,
Ms. Aria Chaini, Mr. Sunil Bhandare, Mr.
V.T. Pai, Mr. Suresh Ghorpade and Mr. Asim
Charania were present at the discussion.
In the meeting the following points were
discussed:
•

•

The Vice-President, MEDC initiated the
discussion by giving a brief overview
about the background of Maharashtra.
He also gave a brief about the working
of MEDC and their role as a conduit
between the state and the various sectors
of Maharashtra.

•

Ms. Laura Deierlein explained the
current economic situation in Michigan
and briefly outlined their aim of the trade
mission.

•

The current Export Base to India From
Great Lakes accounts for 25 Billion $

•

The Delegation as a part of the Trade
Mission was there with a focus to
expand their export base in India and
they were also happy to explore import
opportunities from India .Their major
focus was on the following Industries

•

Cdr. Anil Save also outlined the
various research projects and business
conferences/ Seminars conducted by
MEDC in the recent past.

•

This was followed by Ms. Zoë Munro
briefing about the role of the Council of
Great Lakes in rebuilding the economy
of Great Lakes as a whole.

•

Mr. Stanley Pfrang continued to brief
about the working of the individual
states in the Council of Great lakes and
briefed about their economic activities in
Wisconsin in particular.
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•

-

Aerospace

-

Automation and Automotive

-

Automobile Industry

-

Sub-component Supply chain in
the Water Management System

-

Technology driven engineering.

The Introductions were followed by
an open forum discussion wherein Mr.
Ram Agarwal pointed out the situation
of Detroit Bankruptcy and the possible
strategy adopted by their economic
council to meet this crisis, to which Ms.
Laura Derliner explained the current
system of incentive programmes to
attract a younger population to pursue
skill based training as well as the new
system to attract investment both in
the domestic and international markets
through incentives under various heads
of operation.
Mr. Chandrakant Sadadekar pointed
out to the fact of the new discovery of
oil and natural gas in the US and how
would this new discovery improve to
the economic recovery of US to which

Ms. Zoë Munroe explained that this
new discovery was helpful in boosting
their manufacturing sector. However
the reserves are limited and hence the
need to be more energy efficient is their
focus.
•

75% of the Research and Development
in US are convened from Michigan and
hence the possible collaboration for
research activities between Maharashtra
and Michigan were focused upon.

•

The delegation brought to light the
concept of Right to Work and pointed
out its benefits which had helped in
resurgence of their manufacturing sector.
They were also happy to collaborate
or partner up in terms of outsourcing
components for electrical engineering,
mechanical engineering, aerospace
engineering.

•

Ms. Laura Deierlein stressed upon
the possibility of collaboration of
Indian Universities with the Michigan
Universities, they are welcome to
efficient students from India and they
are keen to retain such students in their
workforce.

•

Ms. Aria Chaini directed the conversation
to the issue of water management to
which Ms.Zoe Munroe explained the
working of their water management
system and invited all present for a water
conference on the 17-18th of June 2014.

The discussion was concluded by felicitation
of the delegates by the office bearers of
MEDC with a bouquet and memento.
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